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Candidates wives share pet peeves.
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Falcons will play Kent this
weekend for homecoming
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Swami Swampy gives his
horoscope to the masses.
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Pet python strangles
master
NEW YORK - A 13-footlong, 44-pound pet python,
apparently mistaking his
master for food, wrapped
itself around the young
man's neck and strangled
him as he went to feed the
snake a live chicken.
The medical examiner's
office said Grant Williams,
19, died Wednesday of asphyxiation due to compression of his neck.
The python attacked Williams in the hallway outside
their Bronx apartment
Wednesday afternoon after
the man had returned from
buying the chicken across
the street.
The reptile had never
been fed a live chicken before, only live rabbits, and
the scent apparently made
him go wild, said Williams'
16-year-old brother, Lamar.
Grant was found by a
neighbor In the hallway in a
pool of blood. Emergency
medical workers had to pry
the snake from the teenager, who was pronounced
dead at a hospital.

Attacker claims
cookie selection
motivated assault

LONG HILL, NJ.-A
woman was In jail Thursday, accused of inviting a
9-year-old Girl Scout Into
her home, dragging her into
a bathroom and stifling her
screams with a towel.
The girl's father and
brother, who had been waiting outside, ran inside the
house when they heard a
scream and snatched the
girl, Lt. Michael Peoples
said.
It's not clear what motivated the attack but Peoples
said the girl told police the
woman became upset over
the cookie selection and
said she would not buy any
cookies. Shortly afterward,
she grabbed the child,
police said.
Veena Thacker, SO, was
charged with aggravated
assault, criminal restraint
and endangering the welfare of a child. A judge on
Wednesday ordered her to
undergo a psychiatric evaluation as a condition of bail,
which was set at $10,000
cash.
Peoples said he could not
comment on whether
Thacker had a criminal history.
The girl was not injured
in Sunday's attack.

OU professor honored as Professor of
the Year

ATHENS, Ohio - An Ohio
University professor was
chosen as 1996 Ohio Professor of the Year on Thursday, the university announced.
The Carnegie Foundation
for the Advancement of
Teaching recognized Nicholas Dinos for outstanding
work in his 29 years teaching chemical engineering
on OU's Athens campus.
A cash award of $ 1,000
went with the title.
He Is the first OU faculty
member to receive the award, the university said.
Dinos had competition
from 25 nominees at 21 Ohio
institutions. Nationwide,
585 faculty members from
451 institutions were nominated for 49 state awards
and four national awards.
Compiled from staff and
wire reports.
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Hockey season opens against
the Broncos tonight

Noe said he did
not use power
to assist wife
Jay Young
The BG News
COLUMBUS - A former member of the University Board of
Trustees testified at an Immunity
hearing Thursday that he did not
use his position to get his future
wife a job or interfere with a
harassment investigation involving her.
Tom Noe, a member of the
Ohio Board of Regents, testified
in Ohio Court of Claims as part of
his wife's $9 million civil suit
against the University. Bernadette Noe claims University officials conspired to reject her allegations of harassment against
Phil Mason, the former vice
president for University Realtions.
Tom, who served as a University trustee from 1991-95, described for the court how he
learned about problems in Uni-

Volume 83, Issue 175

Fighting the man

versity Relations. He said he was
first shown an affidavit prepared
by former President Paul Olscamp for then Trustee Chairwoman C. Ellen Connally, when
being interviewed by a newspaper reporter.
In the affidavit, Oiscamp questions Tom's ethics when his wife
was seeking a transfer to the Athletic Department. Bernadette
had told Affirmative Action Director Marshall Rose she would
only rescind her Feb. 7,1995 resignation if she did not have to
work with Mason.
Tom testified he had talked
with Athletic Director Ron
Zwierlein and Trustee Kermit
Stroh about the need for a fulltime athletic fundraiser. He said
he had never mentioned Bernadette's name to anyone at the
University.
See NOE, pay three.

Panel to focus on
alcohol poisoning
Genell Pavellch
The BG News
As part of the month's alcohol
awareness activities, there will
be an Alcohol Poisoning Panel
discussion on Tuesday Oct. 15 in
the Lenhart Ballroom of the University Union.
Jeanne Wright, health promotions coordinator, said some of
the panelists will include an
emergency room doctor, Student
Housing And Residence Programs (SHARP) staff, and an alcohol and other drug counselor.
"This panel will be addressing
the dangers of alcohol poisoning
and clarifying the myths that are
associated with It," she said.
The discussion will be a talk
show-style format with a brief
video showing a student brought
into the emergency room, followed by set questions from a
moderator and audience questions.
"We want to give participants
concrete information to begin to
recognize the early forms of alcohol poisoning," Wright said.
Wright said it is important for
students to realize there are
many things for them to do to
help prevent alcohol poisoning,
including making sure you have
food in your stomach, not mixing
alcohol with other medications,

drinking in moderation, and
avoiding binge drinking.
Dr. James Kettinger, physician
at the health center, who also
works in the emergency room,
said he will participate in the
panel to talk about what he sees
when patients are brought in
with alcohol poisoning.

"I would encourage
students to attend for
awareness."
lames Kettinger
physician
He said he would encourage
students to attend the program to
learn about the powerful emotions that are related to alcohol
poisoning and the expense that
can come from having to be admitted to the hospital.
"If this panel can help prevent
one student from overindulging
or another to recognize the early
signs of alcohol poisoning, that
would be great," Kettinger said.
"I would encourage students to
attend for awareness."
The event is sponsored by the
Center for Wellness and Prevention. For more information on the
panel, contact 372-9355.
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A costumed Joshua Messmu demostrates against Bob Dole while Bob Dole was campaigning In
Cincinnati. Messmu said he did not trust Dole.

Speed statistics conflict
The Associated Press

raised limits actually saw fatal
accidents drop slightly.

WASHINGTON ~ Since the
federal government let states
raise highway speed limits last
winter, at least eight states that
did so have seen increases in
highway deaths, an Associated
Press survey found.
Yet, four other states that

The conflicting statistics have
led the American Automobile Association and the government's
National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration to caution that
It's too soon to draw firm conclusions. Many states, for instance.

have yet to gather data since raising speed limits.
Many troopers out on the
roads, however, echo Utah
Highway Patrol Lt. Robert
Flowers, who says he's seeing
more damage from high-speed
crashes: "It opens vehicles up.
Doors come off, windows come
in."

Mental health center offers screenings
Genell Pavellch
The BG News
Friday is the Fifth Annual Depression Screening Day in
Northwest Ohio as part of the
National Mental Illness Awareness Week.
Depression screening sites in
the Bowling Green area will include the University Union from
9.30 am. to 1:30 p.m. and the
Woodland Mall from 10 am. to 7
p.m.
Lisa Half ield, nurse at Behavioral Connections, the mental
health center in Bowling Green,
said this event should be beneficial to many people.
"We are providing education to
the public about what depression

Union, Mall will host depression-testing sites
is," she said. "This is an informational and educational day to help
show that depression is an illness
and that It is okay to have because lt is treatable."
Douglas Ullman, psychology
professor who will be involved
with the program, also said a
major goal of the day is to increase awareness.
"We know that depression
happens, but there are a lot of
misconceptions about it," he said.
"It is a treatable problem we are
trying to educate people about
and let them know that they are
not the only one with difficulties.

and they have options."
This year there is a focus on
discovering depression in university populations because college-aged students are sometimes the least educated about
depression, according to the
National Institute of Mental
Health
llui field said some signs of depression may include changes in
appetite, changes in sleep habits,
trouble concentrating, loss of
self-esteem, hopelessness, fatigue and suicidal thoughts.
There will be brochures and Information available at each site,
and those students who volunteer

Ullman said the screening sites
are open to those interested, and
students can ask questions, get
more information and do the voluntary screening test.
H<it field said she would encourage people to come see what
all the booths have to offer.
"People are welcome to stop
by, pick up information and brochures and ask questions," she
said. "Everything is confidential."
Additional sites in Toledo for
the screening day include the
Franklin Park Mall and the University of Toledo.

can fill out a questionnaire
about depression and go over it
with a mental health professional.
Hatf ield said it is important for
people to become educated about
this illness and reduce the stigma
surrounding it.
"People with mental illness
feel that they have to keep going
on and that it Is not okay to admit
they might need help," she said.
"There might be physical
reasons for the illness including
heredity or a chemical imbaFor more information on the
lance, so it is important to educate and be aware of mental ill- Bowling Green depression
ness."
screening sites, contact 352-5249.
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E.A.R. to the ground

But best of all, it's yours free

We have some unfinished
business from last week to take
care of. Free Stuff for Everyone: Especially College Studejits contained so many gems
that 1 felt leaving some of them
out would be an Injustice, like
peanut butter without Jelly.
Last week we covered
most of the free brochures that
Sou can send away for If you
ave this book. This week we
Now we understand why W.C. Fields said "I like chilshall explore free Items, certain
1-800 numbers, and my new
dren — medium rare."
favorite town. Once again, the
Here's a kid that the Orioles and their fans will be calling actual headings from the book
will be underlined.
"stupid brat" for a while — that 12-year-old that caught
Free Toy Booklet: Yes
the fly ball that was just about to be caught by Orioles'
that's right. This Toy Booklet is
absolutely free. Be the envy of
right-fielder Tony Tarasco. Seems as though the Yankees
all your friends. They've got
got a home run out of that one.
Power Rangers, they've got Su* * * *
per Nintendo, but do they have
Here's a question for the administration that prides itself a Toy Booklet? I don't think so.
There are many ways to have
on the super-technology of Olscamp Hall — how come,
fun with your Toy Booklet. You
in all that extra-wonderful technological garb that allows can tear It apart and make confetti. You can burn it. You can
us to watch television programs from around the world
give your brothers and sisters
paper cuts all day long. You can
and hear the lecturer loud and clear and feedback free
make it the new Black and
even in "vegetable row" at the back of the room, we
White Power Ranger, who rules
over all the other Power RangCANNOT find a pencil sharpener? Since "high-tech"
ers. (The pen is mightier than
includes using those computer-graded sheets for tests,
the dull plastic sword, after all.)
number two pencils are (duh!) highly needed! So, instead
The best part is, its all
free! So send away for your free
of giving us Bose speakers and other such wonders,
Toy Booklet today, and become
spring tor a few pencil sharpeners in the classrooms!
the coolest kid on your block.
* * * *
Note: Toy Booklet is not recommended for children 3 years
Whaf s up with this "Adopt-A-Block" thing? Now, we're
all for improving campus, but — aren't the groundspeople that are employed at the University paid to clean
things up?
* * * *
It's Homecoming weekend! For those of you that didn't
take part in any of the fun events this week, there's still
more to come. Visit the Wild Video Dance Party from 8
p.m. - midnight at the Lenhart Grand Ballroom. Casual
attire and the admission is FREE!!! Then, there's the best
part of the whole week — the homecoming game! Go
watch the Falcons roll over Kent on Saturday at 1:00 p.m.
* # * *

Mather
and younger, because they
CANT READ. Toy Booklet is not
to be confused with Toy Pamphlet, Toy Textbook, or the
popular Toy Word Processor.
Unproven Cancer Treatments: Are vou tired of people
who get cured from their cancer? Are the normal treatments
too safe for you? What you need
is to send away for unproven
cancer treatments.
As a matter of fact, these
treatments are so unproven
that we'll guarantee they won't
work. We can't give away all our
secrets, but we'll tell you that
some of our methods Involve:
clicking your heels three times,
buying the right kind of car (for
ex:if you're a Gemini, you
should buy a Taurus), the new
experimental Placebo medication and denial.
Turn Your Losing Lottery
Tickets into Cash: Report will
show you step by step how to:
AlConvtnce a complete stranger
you have a winning lottery
ticket, and B) Sell said ticket to
the complete stranger.
Free Scented Trivet Kit:

We don't know what a trivet Is
either, but ours Is scented and
It's free. Order yours today.
Bean Bag Kit: Completely
free. Kit not Included.
Dolphin Pen Pal: Are you
tired of pen pal's who don't
write you back? Have you heard
about the new breed of dolphins that can write? Get a
dolphin pen pal, they're never
too busy. We do recommend
that you keep your pen pal secret. Certain racial organizations have gone on record to say
that they're, "sick and tired of
the dolphins taking away the
Jobs of American pen pals."

It's free! Its
HOT! Its chill! Note:contents
may cool during shipping.
Free Sample Miracle Foot
Repair Gel: Are your toes always falling off? Do you take
your shoe off and find your heel
still Inside? Get your free
sample of the amazing Miracle
Foot Repair Gel, and you'll
never accidentally leave a toe
at home again.
Also Included in this
amazing book-o-free stuff were
a variety of 800 numbers to call
for various items and information. In random order, some of
my favorites: 1-800-88DETOX.
Heart Design Pencil/ 1-800 WHY MILK. 1-800Eraser: (Here Is a direct quote CONCEIV, and (my personal
from the book.) "How roman- favorite) 1-800-EGGHEAD.
tic, your very own heart design These are all actual numbers.
One final note. Among the
Knell and heart shaped eraser,
akes a nice gift for the love In many travel bureaus of towns
your life."
one can write to for free inforSet of Happy Rocks: (an- mation, I came across the
other quote) "Put a smile In Crested Butte, Colorado Chamyour pocket." Also available: ber of Commerce. I double
sad rocks, manic depressive checked and found out there
rocks and suicidal rocks. Or- really is a town in Colorado
der now. they make great pets! called Crested Butte. This
Schemes. Scams, and made my day.
In the next few months. I
Flim-Flams: "Hands in the air.
This Is a flim-flam. Give me all will proceed to write for many
your money." Has this hap- brochures and free items not
pened to you? We'll tell you how listed here. I hope to report my
to prevent this from happening findings in future columns,
again. At no extra charge, we'll hopefully even a whole column
include our free book. Schemes. about Crested Butte. Colorado.
Scams.and Flim-Flams; and For a free e-mail message, write
other assorted poems.
to mather@bgnet.bgsu.edu

So, you get out of jail, and 79 days later you rape someone.The police take your blood to compare it for DNA
evidence, a jury convicts you, but...
The court order gaining your blood was faulty! Memo to
the third district court of appeals — you're not fooling
anyone! Give it up! People know guilt when they see it!
* * * »
Two wonderful features are our gift to you with today's
newspaper — the Back Pages and the Homcoming Tab!
Check them out — they're worth your time. If you disagree, notify us within 30 days for a full refund (well, not
really, but it sure sounded nice).
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'ra£NALLV,IfA aADTimc CRrCKW&COWMCN-WEr^A:
In reading the editorial on
Oct. 2. I couldn't agree more
with Ayre Rogozlnskl's letter on
the lack of school spirit. As an
alumnus, it also amazes me the
number of alumni who live in a
50-mile radius of the University who have never attended a
game after leaving B.C. I still
cannot figure this out.
I have been to games on
the road in the MAC where both
the fieldhouse and the stadium
have been filled with enthusiasm. We cannot fill a stadium
with 20,000 or fill the smallest
fieldhouse In the conference for
basketball. Many times the visiting crowd has a louder cheering secUon. So what's wrong?
Any answers?
Maybe we all could answer
by attending one of the last two
games. We don't have to be at
Ohio State or Notre Dame to go
to a 'game.
Gary Payeff
Alumnus
I know that I am going to
cause a good deal of hostility
by writing this little article, but
I feel that someone must respond to the Take Back The
Night" march held on Tuesday,
Oct. 8. Don't get me wrong. I
am for all types of protest and
any act that causes change In
a system as corrupt and Jaded
as ours, but I really don't feel
the purpose of this march was
attained. From what I understand, these women banded

together to help put an end to
the atrocity know as rape that
occurs on this campus. They
left a path of hatred in their
way. Any normal non-sex offending guy on campus that
witnessed these pro-feminist/
anti-male displays (chalked up
sidewalks, anti-male slogans) is
liable to be left with a feeling of
resentment towards the protesters. How can you end sexism by being sexist? These protestors must use a more logical means to Justify their ends.
Is It fair to bash all males for a
crime that very few of us commit. Just because it Is a gender
related offense? No. That would
be similar to saying that all females deserve to be persecuted
for the fact that some of them
promote promiscuity and commit crimes of the heart. It Just
doesn't make any sense.
And what about all of the
sex offenders that this parade
may have reached? Do you tWk
these sick people heard your
chants and suddenly said "Hey.
rape Is wrong"? No, because
hostility promotes hatred and
your hostility simply heightened these individuals hatred
of the female gender.
So. what do I propose we

do to end this atrocity? I think
we should unite. Now I know
that there was a male march
held at the same time, but why
were they separate? Why could
we not have males and females
holding hands In protest? Next
time try chalking the symbol for
male Joined with the symbol for
female In a united front against
the real enemy: Rapists (not
men).
Kris Nlcoloff
Sophomore
Business
Fact: There are too many
good Jobs out there and not
enough qualified people to fill
them. Not long ago. that would
have sounded ridiculous. But
with the pace of the high-tech
economy accellerating so rapIdly, and with so many new service sectors addlngjobs. there's
actually a shortage of people
with the specific skills and
knowledge necessary to fill
these positions.
The challenge facing this
country is to maintain our leadership In a hyper-compeUtlve
global economy. And It starts
by ensuring that today's college
students get the education,
training and know-how they
need to compete and succeed
in a 21st-century Job market.
With Election Day fast approaching, It's a key time to
look at how the President Is
handling that challenge - and
how Bob Dole Is faring on the
I

education and training issue.
Bill Clinton's education
formula is pretty simple. He
believes that young people
should have access to the best
education and skills training
that they're capable of. which
in turn gives them entry to better Job opportunities, which
leads to high incomes and a
better future.
It's not Just talk. He's compiled an Impressive track
record of achievement In Improving the nation's Investment
in education, especially in the
face of potentially crushing
education cuts by the Republicans in Congress.
He is a strong believer in
combining community service
with college-aid opportunities:
he feels It benefits everyone Involved. That's why he created
AmerlCorps. the national service initiative that gives young
people the opportunity to earn
money for college by serving
their communities and the
country.
Think about what you
want the future to look like, for
yourself, your friends and your
family. By helping President
Clinton carry into the next century his vision for making the
nation stronger through educa
tion and skills training, you'll
have opened the door for an
entire generation to reach its
full potential.
Ralph AUora
New York, New York
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Nation
General orders meetings on conduct
V

Friday, October 11,1996

The Associated Press

DAYTON - An Air Force
commanding general says
several members of a squadron
patrolling the no-fly zone In Bosnia "conducted themselves as
though they were in a wild
fraternity," according to a published report.
As a result. Gen. John G. Lorber has ordered all officers
under his command to conduct
meetings concerning the Air
Force codes of conduct and ethics, the Dayton Daily News reported Thursday.

page three

Lorber's memorandum, enti- Air Force today does not tolerate
tled "Standards of Conduct," was such behavior, nor should it."
written because of reports of
wild drinking parties in a northBlack said Thursday that Lorern Italian town among squadron ber wanted to emphasize the Ismembers, Bosnia, said Col. Don sue of conduct unbecoming an
Black, public affairs director for officer and wanted officers to
Hickam Air Force Base, Hawaii, know what his expectations are
where Lorber has his headquar- on and off the base.
ters.
"It might be an attitude that
others might have, so he wanted
"If lewd behavior and debau- to set the record straight," said
chery In an Air Force squadron Black. "If conduct doesn't meet
shocks you, then you are part of standards, we call them to task
the team," Lorber's memo said. on it.
"If It doesn't, then It's time you
"Addressing conduct of our
look for another profession. Our people was the reason the memo

Animal rights
groups picket
Make-A-Wish
Claudia Coates
The Associated Press

PITTSBURGH - A young man
weakened by bone cancer was
made happy by his Make-A-Wishfunded hunting trip to Alaska,
where he held a bull moose in his
gun sights but decided not to kill
It, his father told the charity.
The 18-year-old, whose name
was not released, was not motivated by concern for animal
rights but felt too sick to skin and
clean a carcass, the father said.
"His dad said he lowered his
gun and said, 'I'm not going to
take the shot because I'm not going to leave this for someone else
to handle,' and he literally said,
'I'm ready to go home,"' Ann K.
Fisher, spokeswoman for MakeA-Wish Foundation of Western
Pennsylvania, said Thursday.
A leader of an animal rights
group said the account rang
false.
"I think that probably a story's
been released that may or may
not be truthful," said Prlscilla
Feral of Darien Conn., international president of Friends of
Animals.
Feral said she suspected that
the young man either had a
change of heart or killed a moose
as planned.
Bruce Bartley, a spokesman
for Alaska's Division of Wildlife
Conservation, said finding out
whether a party from Pennsylvania had killed a moose would
be difficult Hunters must file
reports but have 30 days to do so.
Animal rights groups picketed
Make-A-Wish's Pittsburgh chapter in August after learning that
the charity planned to back the
young patient's wish to hunt and
kill a moose. They have criticized
the charity's Minnesota chapter
for sending another boy to Alaska to hunt bear.
Make-A-Wish Foundation is a
private group that grants the
wishes of critically ill children.
Its national headquarters told its
81 chapters last month to decide

was issued, not the fact that any
of our people belong to an organization," he said.
According to the Daily News,
one officer testified at a courtmartial that after such a party,
members of the group removed
their trousers on a public highway to expose their backsides to
the man who was being courtmartialed, Lt. Col. Shelley
Rogers. The aviators fly the Bosnian missions from a base in
Aviano, Italy.

It said Rogers, commander of
the 90th fighter wing, eventually

was convicted of conduct unbecoming an officer and disorderly
conduct and was relieved of his
command.
The paper did not identify the
officer who testified about the
"mooning" Incident, but said it
had obtained a transcript of
court-martial testimony.
In Washington, Maj. Ed Worley, an Air Force spokesman, said
Thursday that the Air Force
would need to review the newspaper report before it could
comment.

Some of the squadron members were said to be members of
a fliers' club known as the "Barstoolers," the paper said. The
club, which has chapters in the
United States and abroad, is believed to have been formed by
Air Force pilots at a bar in Japan
after the Korean War ended as a
means of keeping in touch. Membership is estimated to number
no more than 1,000 people.
A newsletter in 1994 said the
group gets its money from membership dues and has no official
Air Force connection.

Go Yanks!

for themselves whether or not to
pay for hunting trips.
The Western Pennsylvania
chapter's board of directors has
not yet met to consider changing
its policy. Fisher said.
The young man saved his
strength for the trip, even as he
endured radiation therapy for his
cancer.
Fisher related the father's description of the moose-hunting
trip.
The young patient and his
father and grandfather took two
commercial flights and a private
plane to reach a hunting camp in
the mountainous forest northwest of Anchorage.
"From the moment they got
there until they left, he was just
beaming," Fisher said. "His dad
said it was just majestic. ... All
the leaves were changing beautiful colors and they took a lot of
pictures."
A guide took the three out to
hunt moose, though none bagged
any game, and they also looked at
the scenery.
The end of their trip was near
on the day that the three were
hunting and the young man
caught a bull moose in his gun
sights.

"It was a very large buck, kind
of the one you'd be waiting for,"
Fisher said.
But Alaskan law requires a
hunter to skin, gut and dress any
carcasses, then donate any uneaten meat. The young cancer
patient, knowing he was not up to
the task, put his gun down.
The family returned Sept. 23 to
their Pittsburgh-area home.
Feral, unimpressed by the account, said the young man's companions could have handled the
carcass for him.
"The Alaska adventure - I can
see the excitement over that.
Just being out there sighting
animals is a tremendous rush.
Killing them? That to me is a sick
idea," she said.

The Aitoclated Praia

Yankee fans show their spirit at the first game of the American
League Championship Series. The Baltimore Orioles won the

second game of the series and they are now tied with the New
York Yankees 1-1.

Pollsters question Dole's rise
Mike Mokrzyckl
The Associated Press

NEW YORK - Is it a bump, or a
blip? Republican challenger Bob
Dole closed in on President Clinton in a nightly Gallup tracking
poll released Thursday, leaving
Clinton with a 12 percentagepoint lead.
Whether that represents real
tightening of the presidential
race or just an anomaly will become clear only as more polling
is done. Twice last month. Dole
briefly began closing in on Clinton in Gallup tracking, but both
times Dole fell back to at least 20
points behind within a few days.
In an average of national samples Tuesday and Wednesday by
^e
uUp Organization
organization for CNN
the Ga
Gallup

Tuesday on Clinton's integrity.
And other campaign developments this week wouldn't readily
explain a Dole bump.
Some interviews in the new
sample were conducted during
Wednesday night's vice presidential debate. But it's unlikely
that would have such a big, immediate Impact - especially
since other polls have indicated
more voters thought Democrat
Al Gore beat Republican Jack
Kemp in the debate.
It's also unlikely Dole suddenly
would get a bounce Wednesday
from the presidential debate
three nights earlier. Polling
Monday and Tuesday by Gallup
and two other national organizations found Dole getting no lift
from that debate.

One possibility is that Wednesday's results were a statistical
anomaly. In theory, if 20 polls are
conducted similarly, results of
one will fall outside the margin of
sampling error. Another possibility is that the race is simply
starting to tighten as Election
Day nears.
Nightly tracking results also
are subject to big swings because
of the short interviewing period.
That's why multiple nights' results usually are combined in
rolling averages.
Gallup used three-night averages in September but switched
to a two-night average this
month, so the results would more
quickly reflect news developments in the closing days of the
campaign.

Association. He paid
oaid his $1,500 will pay $3,500 of his own money
fine for violating a no-fly order for legal fees, his office said
during a visit by President Clin- Wednesday.
The FAA fined Voinovich after
ton.
The Republican governor also he told the pilot of his plane to

leave the Ohio State University
airport while the order was in effect last Oct. 20. Voinovich appealed to Transportation Secretary Federico Pena in May.

and USA Today, 50 percent of 759
likely voters interviewed said
they would support Clinton If the
election were today, 38 percent
backed Dole and 6 percent
favored the Reform Party's Ross
Perot.
The rolling average of Monday's and Tuesday's samples was
55 percent for Clinton, 34 percent
for Dole and 6 percent for Perot.
With an error margin of plus or
minus 4 percentage points, there
was some statistical significance
to the change, which apparently
resulted from a relatively strong
night for Dole in Wednesday's
polling.
It couldn't be determined from
questions asked in the poll
whether such a shift resulted
from Dole's sharper attacks

Candidates' wives
share pet peeves yoinovich pays fine for no-fly violation
VU11UXVIU «.Wk_f

-n..
:,._JrPress
,
The Associated
WASHINGTON - Hillary Rodham Clinton and Elizabeth Dole
have more In common than they
thought: the same pet peeve
about their husbands.
Good Housekeeping discovered this when lt put a series
of questions to the two women,
Including "What's your husband's most annoying habit?"
Mrs. Clinton: "Like most men,
my husband is an avid channelsurfer."
Mrs. Dole: "He always channel
surfs. It drives me nuts."
In the magazine's November
issue, the two women also said
what they would do with a halfhour simply to pamper themselves.
Mrs. Clinton: "Go out and take

ww *. v ^^k_»

__■ walk.'
ii...
Tho Associated
AttnriatoH Pro«
The
Press
a_ quiet
Mrs. Dole: "Grab an engrossCOLUMBUS -- Ohio Gov.
ing book and a piece of key lime
George Voinovich has ended his
pie."
And what qualities do they ad- fight with the Federal Aviation
mire in one another?
Mrs. Clinton; "I do not know
Elizabeth Dole well, but I do admire her years of public service."
Mrs. Dole: "She is a bright
woman who is committed to doing what she believes is right for
our country. I just happen to disagree with her on most issues
and we have very different philosophies."
Asked what they would like to
change about themselves, Mrs.
Clinton mentioned her desire to
get more exercise, Mrs. Dole
singled out her "tendency toward
perfectionism."

NOE

Continued from page one.

years before their dependents
can have their tuition waved.
Bernadette was granted the fee
waiver for Allison.
Tom said he spoke to Lester
Barber, executive assistant to
the president, about the waiver.
He said the couple first discussed marriage after Bernadette made the waiver request.
The hearing will continue
Tuesday at 9 am. with the testimony of Rose. Other witnesses
scheduled for next week include
Olscamp, Barber and University
Attorney Nancy Footer.
The hearing is to determine

whether Noe's lawsuit is against
the individuals as citizens or in
their capacity as state employees.
Common Pleas Court Judge
Charles Kurfess will decide today if Rose and Olscamp broke
Ohio's open records laws when
they discarded a document prepared by Rose. A hearing is
scheduled for 10:30 a.m. at the
Wood County Court House.
Zwierlein later testified he was
approached about the possibility
of such a position by Stroh and
Tom in late October 1994. He said
Bemadette's name was given to
him.
"It was said you need a fun-

draiser in Intercollegiate Athletics. Someone like a Bernadette
Noe," Zwierlein testified.
However, Zwierlein said he did
not feel pressured to hire Bernadette.
"I was obviously under the impression [Tom] would like to see
that happen," Zwierlein said. "I
quickly learned in this position I
answer to the president of the institution, and not to the Board of
Trustees."
Testifying Wednesday, Bernadette said Mason had called
Zwierlein about a memorandom
she had sent to the athletic director. Noe said she spoke to Zwier-

lein about the conversation.
"Ron said, 'I wasn't upset about
it. Phil called me Friday afternoon to try and get me upset
about the memo,'" she said.
Zwierlein said that was not the
case. He said Mason just inquired about the letter, and he
told Mason that it was his responsibility to address it if ha
saw a problem.
Tom and Bernadette were both
asked about a tuition waiver she
received for Tom's daughter, Allison Noe. At the time, Tom was in
the process of getting a divorce.
According to the administrative staff handbook at the time,
employees had to serve three
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Football team looking to rebound against Kent
Homecoming game
kicks off at lp.m.
Scott Brown
The BC News

It's not over.
Bowling Green's football team suffered a setback last week with a 24-16
loss to Toledo, but the Falcons are far
from out of the title chase.
Five conference games remain, starting with Saturday's Homecoming tilt
with Kent (1 p.m., Perry Stadium).
"We have one loss in the conference
and we're 1-1 against the two best teams,
at least in terms of preseason media
picks," head coach Gary Blackney said.
"We've got five more conference games
and every one of those games is going to
be against a much-improved football

Scott
Brown
BG News
Sports
Editor

program that will be out to measure their
improvement against our growth.
"We're going to get |
Kent's best shot."
The Golden Flashes I
enter the game with a
2-3 record overall (1-1
MAC) and are coming
off a 32-17 victory over
Akron a week ago.
When BG has the
ball, one of Division I's
worst offenses and
Blackney
worst defenses statistically will be on the field. BG Is 103rd
nationally in total offense while Kent is
109th in total defense.
The Falcons certainly have a chance to
emerge offensively, then, against the
Golden Flashes. BG has yet to crack 300
yards of total offense in any game this
season.

"We obviously want more production,"
Blackney said. "Basically, everybody on
offense has to develop more consistency."
Kent is 0-3 on the road this season, losing three games against Miami, Pittsburgh and Nevada by a combined score
ofl79-©2.
The Golden Flashes are an improved
team over the past few seasons, however.
The program has won only five games
over the past three years.
"I think they are one of the most improved [in the MAC]," Blackney said.
"They have the AU-MAC running back in
[Astron] Whatley. He's a very explosive
player. He's one of those guys that can
lull you to sleep, and then he's gone."
Whatley is the third all-time leading
rusher and all-purpose yardage leader in
Kent history. He is averaging 110.6 yards
per game this season, good for tops in the

MAC.
Quarterback Todd Goebbel Is second in
the MAC in passing efficiency (126.130
and has completed 73-of-128 passes for
897 yards and seven touchdowns this
season.
The Falcons are looking to turn around
their fortunes after last week's disappointment. No one need remind BG
what happened when it lost its first MAC
game last year - a five-game conference
spiral ensued.
"This is a different team," Blackney
said. "This is a young team that is enjoying playing and they are very competitive and the attitude and the eagerness
and the determination is so much
different. I told the kids that when you're
in a program like ours, you have to be
ready to answer the call because everybody comes after you. You're everybody's big game."

KENT
HOMECOMING
Saturday, I p.m.
Perry Stadium
Radio: WBGU-FM (88.1), WF0BAM (1430), WBVI-FM (96.7)
Tstavlslon: none locally
Brown't Pick: Falcons by 14

Hockey season opens tonight
BG hopes to
get kinks out

Falcon
feast
in the
offing
There is quite a Homecoming
feast for Falcon fans this weekend.
In addition to the traditional
football game at 1 p.m. Saturday,
the volleyball team takes to the
floor Friday night and Saturday
afternoon.
Oh, yeah - the Falcon hockey
team opens its season this weekend as well, hosting Toronto tonight and Ohio State in a nonconference clash Saturday (game
times 7 p.m. on each).
Things are looking pretty good
for the hockey team. Although
CCHA media members tabbed
the Falcons fourth in preseason
ballotting, the Sporting News has
them second in the conference
and 8th in the nation.
Michigan, of course, is number
one in the nation and the odds-on
favorite to win the CCHA.
There are still some questions
concerning the team. Can they
avoid playing down to some of
their competition (as they did in
embarassing losses to Ohio State
and Miami last year)? How much
playing time will this heralded
freshman class see?
And who is the starting goalie Mike Savard or Bob Petrie?
Still, though, the exclamation
points outweigh the question
marks. BG has four non-league
home games - this weekend and
then a doubleheader with Boston
College next week - before opening up CCHA play Oct. 25-26 on
the frozen tundra of Sault Ste.
Marie and Lake Superior State.
What gives with the Falcon
football team?
Here are the Falcons, rolling
right along on a three-game winning streak, and staked to a 10-0
lead early In the second quarter
against hated rival Toledo last
weekend.
Then, POW!, the Rockets are up
24-10, go on to win, and BG Is
playing catch-up in the MAC title
chase.
It's -^rtalnly not the end of the
world for BG. If anything, the
mistakes that the Falcons had
been making through the threegame winning streak finally
caught up with them. The offense
showed against the Rockets that
it still has a long way to go.
There U still the opportunity
for a great season. And considering the competition, the rest of
the season - Kent, Ball State,
Ohio, Akron, Western Michigan
and Central Florida - there is no
reason the Falcons shouldn't win
out.
But after last week, the thing
the Falcons need the most is just
a single victory. What better
time, then, for Kent to come rolling in?
The last time Kent won in
Bowling Green was 1972, before
any of the current Falcon players
were born.
Browa'f pick: BG 24, Kent 10

VS.

Blake Parkins
The BC News
The leaves are changing,
there's a chill In the air, and
that only means one thing: it's
time for hockey.
The Falcons kick off the
season playing host to Toronto
tonight and Ohio State on Saturday at 7:00 p.m. at the Ice
Arena.
The leers are anxious to start
the season
after a
preseason
regiment of
running and
weight training. With
only three
official practices under
their belt,
Powers
however, the
club may still be trying to jell.
"This [Toronto] is a game
more for us to get the kinks
out," said BG head coach Buddy Powers. "It will be a chance
for guys to see what they can
and cant da"
Toronto is somewhat unfamiliar to BG having undergone a
coaching change The Varsity
Blues are coached by former
Toronto and professional
player Darren Lowe who may
bring In a new system. Toronto
is also in a state of uncertainty
having few returning letter
winners.

nkpk«*

Falcon hockey player Brett Punchard (27) goes for the puck during a game last season.

Even though this game
doesn't count in league play, it
has significant consequences
for a large class of freshmen
vying for playing time.
"They're [freshmen] going to
see ice-time," Powers said.
"We've got to get them some
quality time to get their feet
wet so to speak.
See HOCKEY, page five.

Seniors are leaders for women's tennis
6. Michael Graham
The BC News
Senior leadership Is an essential quality in any
sport, especially when it comes to advising the
younger players and building a program for the future.
The Bowling Green women's tennis team can't
ask for any better senior leaders than Cindy Mikolajewskl, Jenny Schwartz, and Julie Weisblatt.
"Jenny, Cindy, and Julie have fostered great
team spirit already," Head Coach Penny Dean said
of the three seniors. "One of my personal coaching
goals has been to make the team better as a whole
every year. Over a four-year span, the team has
Improved immensely." "It's going to help the other
players be leaders when we're gone," Schwartz
said of the leadership roles.
"We have a lot of experience," said Weisblatt.
"That really helps with leadership. We want to be
role models."
"Team bonding goes along with leadership," Mikoiajewski said. "I think it's important that we
support each other on the court so that other team
members see us supporting (the others).''
As far as the season goes, the team has come up
with some big wins in both singles and doubles

play, Including wins against opponents from Big
Ten schools, Ohio State and Michigan State as well
as defending champion and preseason MidAmerican Conference favorite Miami.
"We had a first place in the tournament (BGSU
Invitational.), and also second (at Ohio Intercollegiates) and third place finishes [at Michigan State
(unofficial In terms of team record)]," Mikolajewski said about the season so far. "Overall, people
are pretty focused. They want to win."
The bigger Division I teams aren't on the schedule Just for the heck of It, they're on the Falcons'
schedule to make BG better. Before the season,
Dean said the team would be shooting for second in
the MAC since Miami is supposed to be strong
again, but the seniors think any team in the MAC is
beatable, it just comes down to execution. That,
however, is easier said than done.
"We need to close out matches," Weisblatt said.
"We've had a lot of close matches against some of
the top MAC teams like Miami, Ball State, and
Western Michigan. It's important to have good
practices because you practice like you play."
"We've always had a shot at it," said Mlkolajewski. "It's tough competition. We just have to put
our minds to It."

"We're always so close, but not quite there," said
Schwartz. "It has to do with experience, too, with
the more matches you play."
"You cant worry about the person or team you're playing," said Schwartz. "You Just have to focus
on the ball (putting it where it should be for a
win)."
So far, singles play Is going well. It's the double
play that has to keep Improving.
"There's no set doubles teams, so she's (Dean)
just playing everybody," Schwartz said. "Everyone keeps graduating or transferring. It's hard to
play with new people every weekend."
"This Is the season to practice that [doubles
play] before the MAC season (which starts in the
spring) so we can practice and find a partner now,"
said Mikolajewskl.
However the wins come, one thing is for certain.
The wins will come with a total team effort, not
with individualism.
•Teams don't take us lightly," Weisblatt said.
"It's gotten a lot better since my freshman year."
"We're solid all the way through (In both singles
and doubles)," Mikolajewskl said. "We're definitely a force to be reckoned with."

Weisblatt
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All-Ohio next for cross country Falcon spikers
home for a pair
NOTEBOOK
20, though they didn't finish that
way.
"We competed real well [after
the first mile] and moved up,"
Sink said. "Jim Weckesser had
his best race of the season."
Sink is hoping for the top five
finish in this meet, a result that
will come If BGSU can correct
their errors of previous races.
"We've got to be somewhat
competitive going out," Sink
said. "Everyone needs to run
their own race, but they need to
look for each other to help each
other out. They need to have
pride in the team."

CROSS COUNTRY

Jason McMahon
BG News
Sports Writer
They may try to be serious in
all their preparation and anticipation, but don't be fooled. Once
that gun fires, they're going to
have a darn good time.
BGSU's women's and men's
cross country teams will be traveling to Delaware, Ohio, today
for the All-Ohio Championships.
Every collegiate cross country
program in the state will be running at this meet, a competition
that is greatly anticipated by all
involved.
"This is for bragging rights,"
BGSU women's coach Steve
Price said. "It's for the backyard
championship in the state of
Ohio."
Price has reason enough to feel
that his team will be able to brag
for the next year. After a sluggish opening in which they were
whipped by Ohio University, the
Falcons proceeded to win one Invite and take second at two others to national powers Michigan
and Notre Dame.
But the defeat to the Bobcats
still stings.
"I dont think [the race] at all
was representative of our team,"
Price said.
Nevertheless, BGSU failed to
live up to the early billing as
preseason Mid-American Conference favorites.
With their early victory over
the Falcons, OU established itself
as the team to beat in the MAC.
But Price wants his team to assume that position again, and the
only way to do it is by simple
revenge.

Who said cross country isn't
any fun?
Both coaches love taking their
teams to this meet. Price related
a story about bringing a brand
new team from Dayton to this
meet years back, and Sink says
it's "probably the best cross
country meet we're In."
"It's a wonderful happening in
the world of cross country,"
Price said. "With all the old high
school rivalries being rekindled,
and all the parents and the fans
from across the state that flock
to this meet, it's almost like a
Homecoming.
nit ph«>
"It might be my favorite meet
The Falcon cross country team will look for the All-Ohio championship of the year."
this weekend.
Nice to have you back, Amy
"It's very important [to beat one has to race well over all five
Junior Amy Breidenbach,
Ohio]," Price said. "The team miles. Men's coach Sid Sink says
Bowling Grene's seventh runner
feels it's very important to be his team is still learning that.
At last weekend's Notre Dame a year ago, will be making her
champions of Ohio. This will set
Invitational, Sink says his men season debut at the All-Ohio. She
the stage for the MAC meet.
"We're the defending cham- were pretty much out of it after has been out all year with a leg
the first mile. They had gone out injury, but has improved enough
pions, and we want to win."
too fast the prior meet, and got to run In the open race.
"She's not anywhere near 100
Men look to race from the start burned; this time, they didn't go
out fast enough, and got smoked.
percent," Price said. "[But] we're
At the mile mark, five of seven looking forward to seeing Amy
A men's cross country meet is
five miles long, and to compete, Falcon runners were in the last run."

Rugby team shocked by Chippewas
Mike Grim
For the BG News
When the British Army
marched out of the redoubts at
Yorktown after having been
defeated by the American revolutionary "rabble," their band
played a tune called "The World
Turned Upside Down."
The only thing missing last
Saturday in Mt. Pleasant was the
band as Central Michigan
shocked the Bowling Green rugby team for their first victory
over the Falcons in 28 years.
The Chippewas scratched and
clawed their way to a 13-3 victory
in the first match but were
dumped by the Falcons 24-0 in
the nightcap.
"Take that win streak and mix
it with a couple of 60-million tonothing blowouts and you get a
very dangerous recipe," said
Falcon coach Roger Mazzarella.
"What it boils down to is that it's

my job to get this team mentally
ready to play and I failed to do
that this past week."
Surprisingly, the Falcons
pushed the Chippewas around
rather easily in the scrums and
stole nearly half of their lineouts.
Central consistently dropped a
forward into the backfield and
when combined with a somewhat
thin field this jammed up the
Falcon offense.
"We just did not respond real
well both to what Central offered
us as well as what they took
away," Mazzarella said. "On the
bright side, I suppose a wake-up
call In the middle of the season is
a lot better than one coming during the playoffs."
Central Michigan opened the
scoring with a penalty kick field
goal that was immediately answered by a 45-yard kick by BG
fullback Tony Mazzarella to tie
the game at 3-all.

Though the Falcons then
proceeded to spend a vast
majority of the match in the
Chips' end of the field, every
offensive thrust was blunted
short of the goal line.
"Central really didn't do anyting special on defense or
offense," Tony Mazzarella said.
"Individually, they did play aggressively on defense and managed to cash in on two of our errors."
A broken tackle and a coverage
error allowed Central wing
Brandon Flick a path down the
sideline to score the first try given up by the Falcon defense in
seven games. The Falcons, on the
other hand, would methodically
work their way down the field
only to self-destruct within yards
of the goal line.
"I have to say this for the guys,
I have to admire the way we kept
cool and pressed the attack even
in the face of what was at stake

Bob Petrie will share time with
sophomore Mike Savard. Both
players have solid fundamentals
and either could come out on top,
or a two-goalie system could
emerge.

CCHA competition. OSU has
spoiled BG's plans the past two
years In a row, robbing BG of the
few precious points needed to
make it to the NCAA tournament.
This is a painful fact that BG still
hasn't forgotten.
"It's two years in a row that
we've dropped games to Ohio
State," Powers said. "I think the
guys are very aware of it"
Saturday's game against Ohio
State marks the beginning of

with a loss," Coach Mazzarella
said. "That showed a lot of maturity that is going to pay off later
in our schedule."
With time running out, the Falcons gambled on running the ball
out of their end zone. A blocked
grub kick was chased down in the
end zone by Central hooker Tim
Lyons to ice the match.
The Falcons stormed back in
the second match to shut out the
Chippewas, 24-0. Eight man Chris
Ciryak opened the scoring with a
try that was followed by a pair of
tries by fullback Scott Havericak
and another by wing Theo Wirtz.
Hooker Steve Depp converted
twice to pick his first career
points.
The loss has created a threeway tie at the top of the Michigan
Collegiate Rugby Conference
with BG, Central Michigan and
the University of Windsor.

HOCKEY
Continued from page four.
"We have eight defensemen we
feel are all capable of playing
and we can only dress six.
Someone's going to be in the
lineup on Friday, and someone's
going to be in the lineup on Saturday."
This weekend's games also
have repercussions for the guys
between the pipes. Senior goalie

"They're going to share time
over the next four games," said
Powers. "If one guy flat out beats
the other guy then you have a one
goalie system. If not, then you
get a two-goalie system."

Harrison, a sophomore, was an
honorable mention on the all-CCHA rookie team. The Bucks,
however, are without the services of goalie Tom Askey, who
was a stone wall against the Falcons last season.
"Their goaltender [Askey]
really kept them in all their
games," said Powers. "Now their
goaltender is gone, and its tough
to put a freshman in that positon."

Home field advantage important in MAC
Rusty Millar
The Associated Press
If the home-field advantage Is worth a
field goal in the NFL, then It must be worth a
couple of touchdowns In the Mid-American
Conference.
At least that's the way it appears heading
into Saturday's MAC games.
Even though Bowling Green and Central
Michigan are coming off losses and Ball
State has a losing record, all three are heavy
favorites at home.
■ Ohio Is alone In second place In the MAC
with marks of 3-2 overall and 2-0 in the conference but is a 12-point underdog at Ball
State (2-3,1-1 MAC). The Cardinals have won
two in a row since opening with three losses,
Including narrow defeats to Miami of Ohio
(16-6) and at Minnesota (26-23).
Ohio finds itself, albeit extremely early, in
the middle of the conference race. That's
something that hasn't happened in years.
"Yaah, I definitely think they're a contender," Ball State ooach Bill Lynch said.

"They're one of only two teams in the league long season. I feel like our first five games
that haven't lost in the conference. It starts were as tough as anybody's."
The Falcons haven't had a break since
with the defense. Whenever you play defense the way they are, you're a contender." .starting out at Alabama, all the way through
■ Central Michigan (2-4, 1-2) has lost its difficult conference games against Miami,
last two games while giving up an average of Central and Toledo the last three weeks.
"In order to win the conference, you've got
38.5 points but is still a 13 -point favorite
when it entertains Akron (1-5,1-3). The Zips to sustain a great effort emotionally and
have been at their best against the best physically over 11 weeks, or you dont deteams on their schedule, losing to MAC serve to win it," Blackney said. "This is a big
leader Toledo 27-10 and to nationally ranked week for us to find out if we really are contenders or Just another team in the middle of
Virginia Tech 21-18.
"It's been a real physical and emotional six the pack."
weeks," CMU coach Dick Flynn said. "We've
got a football team coming in here that's exElsewhere, confused Eastern Michigan
tremely impressive. We're going to have to (1-5, 1-2) hosts Miami (3-3, 3-1). The Eagles
be ready to play."
came into the year riding a high-powered
■ Bowling Green (3-2, 2-1) had its three- offense led by stat-happy quarterback Chargame winning streak halted last week with a lie Batch. But now Batch is out, most likely
24-16 setback at rival Toledo. Yet Kent (2-3, for the rest of the season, with a broken bone
1-1), coming off a 32-17 victory over Akron, in bis foot. Now the Eagles must rely on a
is a 22 -point underdog.
somewhat surprisingly solid defense to hold
"We'll find out against Kent what kind of down Miami offensive stars such as quarcharacter this team has," Falcon coach Gary terback Sam Ricketts, receiver Tremayne
Blackney said. "I told our players that it's a Banks and tailback Ty King.

It is a homecoming weekend
full of sporting events. For
those who dont like football or
hockey, the Falcon volleyball
team has a pair of home
matches on tap for this weekend.
BG will host the Western
Michigan Broncos Friday. The
Broncos had an 11-4 record going in to Thursday's match
against Toledo. Despite the
good overall record. Western
Michigan had only a 3-3 record
in the MAC previous to Thursday.
Ball State will visit BG on
Saturday. BG head coach Denise Van De Walle's alma mater
is 10-6, 4-2 in the MAC. The
Cardinals
are on quite
a roll,
having won
three
matches this
previous
week. They
padded their
MAC record
against
VanDeWaUe
Eastern
Michigan, beat a second place
Central Michigan team, and
upset nationally ranked Notre
Dame on the road.
"We're playing two very
good teams in Western Michigan and Ball State," Van De
Walle said. "Both teams have
some very good players.
Western Michigan will likely
start four seniors, while we
will probably start four
freshmen."
The Broncos will be trying
to break up an 11-game losing
streak against the Falcons.
Western Michigan's last win
agianst BG came in 1991. The
last time the Broncos won at
Anderson Arena was in the
1989 MAC Championship.
Saturday, it will be BG trying to snap a streak. The Cardinals have owned Bowling
Green since 1992. Ball State
has prevailed in nine straight
matches, including three MAC
championship matches.
Last Week
It was another tough week
for the Falcons as they
dropped a match to the
strongest team in the MAC,
and dropped a match to one of
the weakest.
Last week, Miami beat the
Falcons in four games 15-10,
10-15, 15-9, 15-1. Last Friday,
the Falcons visited Toledo's
Savage Hall for a match
against the Rockets. The Falcons received a rude greeting
from their neighbors to the
north, losing in four games.
"The Toledo match was a
disappointment," said Van De
Walle. "We felt we matched up

VOLLEYBALL

NOTEBOOK
William
Sanderson
BG News
Sports Writer

fi
pretty well with them, but we
just couldnt get the ball to the
floor. We also didn't play solid
defense." Lori Hilton led the
team In kills both games. She
belted 20 kills against Miami,
hitting for a .395 average. Hilton would hit 16 kills against
Toledo. Hilton also notched
seven more blocks, putting
her one block away from
Nicky Mudrak's fourth place
position on the Falcons' career
blocks list.
"Lori Hilton is doing quite
well as you can tell by the stat
sheet," Van De Walle said.
"Right now she's hitting a .295,
and has 296 kills. The next
closest, in the MAC, is 193.
She's pretty efficient."
Wilkins makes them notice
Last Friday night, the
Toledo announcers made a
mistake. Junior middle hitter
Keisha Wilkins was omitted
during the announcement of
the lineups. Wilkins promptly
served notice she was there,
posting season-high totals in
kills and blocks.
Wilkins nailed 13 kills, second only to Lori Hilton. She
also had five blocks, and tied
her season-best with 11 digs.
Wilkins has only recently
come into the starting lineup.
After having not started for
most of the first half of September, Wilkins has become a
fixture in BG's lineup. In 12
matches, Wilkins has 67 kills,
69 blocks and 24 blocks.
Kemcrer probable
Middle hitter Lori Kemerer
missed last Friday's match
against Toledo with back
spasms. Kemerer's presence
was sorely missed as BG went
down to defeat.
Kemerer, a freshman, had
started every match prior to
the Toledo match. She has
provided support for Hilton
and Watkins throughout the
season thus far. Among her
stats are 183 kills, 183 digs and
59 blocks.
In her abscence. Bowling
Green's offense was out of
sorts. Setter Wendy Watkins
had 10 kills, which is highly
unusual for a setter. With Hilton as the team's primary attacker, Kemerer is an important secondary attacker.

WBGU
88.1 FM

FALCON
SPORTS
LIVE!
FALCON FOOTBALL
Saturday • pre-game show at noon

FALCON HOCKEY
Jriday - Saturday
pre-game shows at 6A5 p.m.
1
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Spell falls on Bengals when Palmeiro's late home run
Pittsburgh is the opponent evens up Yankee series
Jot Kay
The Associated Press

CINCINNATI - Something
comes over the Cincinnati Bengals when they line up against
Pittsburgh.
The Bengals bare their knuckles. They strut. They play solid
football for a change.
And, more often than not, they
either give the Steelers a scare or
- as they did last year in Pittsburgh - they give them something to remember. The Bengals
won at Three Rivers Stadium
27-9 last October, their best game
of the season and their most lopsided victory since 1992.
It was not an aberration. The
Steelers usually find the Bengals
at their best.
"It's such a fierce rivalry,"
middle linebacker Steve Tovar

said. "I think with as much success as they've had over the
years, they're a good measuring
mark for us to go out and
measure ourselves up against the
best.
"And they definitely are the
best, not only in our division but
our conference."
The teams are in their accustomed places heading into the
rematch Sunday in Pittsburgh
The Steelers (4-1) lead the AFC
Central. The Bengals (1-4) are in
last place, trying to salvage their
season.
Both teams have reinforced
their reputations in the first six
weeks of the season. The
Steelers, coming off a Super
Bowl appearance, are playing the
bruising defense that is the franchise's legacy. The Bengals, coming off their fifth consecutive

losing season, have maintained
their knack for bumbling away
games.
If the Bengals play to form,
they'll act more like Steelers
than stumblers on Sunday. Although Pittsburgh has won nine
of the last 10, one of the victories
was in overtime and three others
were by eight points or fewer.

"This is a tough ballgamc, a
physical ballgame," offensive
lineman Joe Walter said. "For
whatever reason, it seems we get
up for the physical games, particularly Pittsburgh I don't know
why.
"They've always been physical. That's the kind of ball they
play and if you dont step up and
play physical with them, they're
going to hurt you real bad."
Newman's Marathon
1966 1998
•Your Full Service Station-

Mtdntgnt Had

The BG News
Classified
Ads
372-6977
CAMPUS EVENTS
-■OSSKXAN — OBSIDIAN

OSSIDtAN

B« ■ part of Bowing Green's only multicultural
n*wipap«f I Photographers, MIM people and
wnters wanted. Staff meetings every Monday
night, g 00pm. 304 Moseley. »'s
3722440—OM10UN — OBSIDIAN —
OtSJOIAN-"

'Al Greek Tailgate Party*
Saturday. October 12th
11 iOOain -1:00pm
At the Intramural Fields
Free Food and Fun!

Alcohol • Impact
Have you ever wondered
how someone's alcohol
use might have mpacM your
lie in the areas of:
* setting l im,ts
'sari-esteem
'relationships
"sssertiveness
Call Sheila at The Center tor
WeHness and Prevention II

372-9358
Group win meet on Mondays
Beginning Oct. 21II 10 30-12 00

sponsored by
Emerpnse Rent-A-Car leatunng
me Chicago Buna
Cheerleaders tie luvaMea'
Starting at 10 00 Mon night
FREE Ball
Brke O>I'B—i«i from
Cycle Werks ana
scholarship shootout I
co-sponsored by Batch Ina 1 Cycle Werks

Pregnant?
Free pregnancy tests. Confidenilal and caring.
354-4673 BG Pregnancy center.
SKYOIVE NOW . End ol season special
through October. First |ump course $100.00.
VISA/MC accepted Only 10 minutes from
BGSU For more nto call SKYOIVE BG
352-5200

PERSONALS
•AH Greek Tailgate PartySaturday. Ocl 12th
1100am 1.00pm
At the Intramural Fields
Free Food and Funl

MANDATORY MEETING!
ATTENTION
Elementary Education Majors!!!
Spnng 1087
Methods Registration Meeting
Tuesday. Ocl 15
4O0-S:30pm.
115 Education Building

Alcohol's Impact
Have you ever wondered
how someone's alcohol
use might have impacted your
lie in the areas ol:
"setting limttsG'self esteem
Vela son ships
'assert) veness
Call Sheila at The Center tor
WeHneas A Prevenbon at

MNion Man March
One Year Anniversary Symposium
Wed. Oct. 16 Bookstore Forum
Begins Ham
Participate or Just Lslen
Call 3S4 111S Scon Shepard lor gues
STOMP
A Rare Muse Art
Set October 19 4-Bpm
Stmnahan Theatre
Sign up OCL 7-16
in the UAO Office 330 Uraon
$22 without transportation
$24 with transportation
lor more into cell 2 7164
sponsored by UAO
STUOY ABROAD RETURNEES
Come learn how to market your international
experience at a session sponsored by the Career Services Office and the Study Abroad O
fice. Learn how lo wnte your resume now that
you have studied abroad and see what additional opportunities are available lo you This
session begins at 3:30pm on Monday. October
14 in the Sale Room in the Union.

3729355

Do you miaa your grandparents?
II you do than Adopt a Grandparant n tha place
lor you. Please come 10 our first meeting Mon
Oct. 14th 2nd Fl. Lounge in Prout Hall at 7pm
or call Mcnelle al 3S2 3538 to find out more.

Falcon Volleyball IMe
Weekend
Friday night al 7
Saturday night at 4
Come » Join the Funl

A\() AXO AXO AXOAXO

ALPHA CHI
OMEGA
Welcomes Their
New Member
Class
Fall 1996
Kelly Barhorst
Christy Burger
Cory Compton
Julie Donatone
Jen Fetterman
Courtney Fillion
Kelly Garvin
Jaime Golden
Melissa Hale
Sara Hilliard
Natalie Howard
Jaimee Johnson
Kara Kozub
Hallie Kuhr
Julie May
Julie McDonald
Nicole Hester
Kristie Norman
Amanda Paskiet
Mindy Pasztor
Rachel Smith
Bree Swatt
Misty Vincent
Karey Weaver
Amy Woggerman
Nicole Zumpano

wo wo wo.wo wo

Homecoming Football Game
va. Kent
Sat. 1:00 Kleaorl

LOST & FOUND
LOST: A white crate o* vinyl records near College Station Otering a reward.
Call 352 3880

REWAR0 lor return o! lost videotape
Personal value Lost in/around Education
Buikkng Leave message. 372-7330

MJI'AOIPAOII
Little KriatlneAre you Feeling Mighty Crazy'
Get excited lor Initiation on Sunday"
Big Kate
AOII- AOII • AOII
AOII'AOII
111 Frannie.
Get psyched for initianoni
Feeing Mighty Crazy
Love. Bg Cindy
AOII "AOII
AOII • LIL HEATHE R • AOII
Get ready to Feel Mighty Crazy'
Love.
Big Julie
ARE YOU TRY.NG TO SCHEDULE A CAMPUS EVENT? II your organization holds any
type ol event on campus you should attend Vie
Programming Workshop on Wednesday. October 16 at 7 00pm in the Alumn Room ol Vie
Union Student AcDvtDes stall will be on hand
lo clarity space scheduling procedures, give
you tips on planning programs elc. For more inlormatlon contact He Student Lile Office at
372-2843
ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS!!! Urania 1
echclerehlpe rvskkabls Iroen eponecrellt No
prepayments, ever!!! SSSCaeh tor collegwaaS. For kite: 1-aao->43-a4»6
Attention organizations looking lo rssse funds.
Please contact Steve at Knickerbocker Services lor more information Call 352-5822

Come Out. Come Out. Whoever you are!
(And have tun doing itt)
LAGA wishes everyone
HAPPY NATIONAL COMING OUT DAYi
DART LEAGUE SIGN-UP
MONDAY OCTOBER 14 ' 6:30 PM
DOWNTOWN SPORTS BAR

OOK • Ormeron Delta Kappa • OOK
Attention OOK Members:
There will be a meeting
on Monday, Oct. 14 at
8 00pm in Rm1 MBA
OOK •Ormeron Delta Kappa 'OOK
Give Prospective students your
seal ol approval by becoming a
PREVEW DAY TOUR GUIDE'!'
Come to one of the
intormasonrtrasung meetings on:
Monday, October 14th at 5 00
or
Tuesday. October 15th at 8:00
In tha Assembly Room
{2nd Floor ol McFail Center)
Questions' Call Vie
Tour Guide Office al 372 9888
GOVT FORECLOSED homes Irom pennies
on $1. Delinquent lax. REOs. Your area. Toll
Free (11 800 896 9778 I it H 2076 lor current
listings.
Hockey starts thla Weekend
Frl, night va. Toronto 7:00
Sal. night va. Ohio Stale 7 00

Oeler's Oeam'
Lose weight night A day the nuVitnnal way.
Call Jenm at 30» 661-0162

MEN OF BO CALENDERS
Check out the Men of BG Calenders
outside o' the Alpha Ormeron Pi house
11am - 4pm $5 00 Bursar able

PHI MU PHI MU PHI MU PHI MU
CongratulaDona Juke,
Phi ol the week i
PHI MU PHI MU PHI MU PHI MU

10:00 MONDAY
NIGHT
ANDERSON
ARENA

Don't miss the
chance to shoot for
a year scholarship!

Ittn

Attenoon organizations looking to raise funds
Please contact Sieve at Knickerbocker Services for mweinforriarjorii. Call 352 56??
Babysitter needed. Afternoon. Evening immediately. Call Michelle 352-9664
Cashiers Barney's Convince Mart 1091 N
Main St Accepting Applications Benefits A
Shift Differential Apply in person.
Earn MOeEY and FREE TRIPS" INDrVIDU
ALS and GROUPS wanted to promote
SPRING BREAK"! Call INTER-CAMPUS
PROGRAMS at 1-600-327-6013 or
nttpyAvww icpt com
EMACO Cleaning immediately hiring pt time
positions Transportation required Competitive
wages. 419-833-1567 or 419-833-2345, leave
message
FT/PT flexible schedule. Easy work, no e*pe
nence. Earn (300 $600 wkry at home guaranteed. Call 7 days (407) 675-2022 eit
0561H40
Fun erne/ Pan Dme Cook needed immed Must
be able lo work Tuesdays and Thurdays shift.
Apply in person ©Mclntyre's Rest, 110 W
PoeRd. (Behind Rasy's)
Hinng a second shift sanitation and dean up
person at a local fresh produce company Starting pay 5 50 Call Greenhne Produce al
354-1149 Ask for Ryan.
Looking tor a career and not just a job? Providing care and training lo adults with mental retardatiorvdevelopmental disabilities is a rewarding and challenging career opportunity
Several part tvne and sub positions now available staring at $755 per hour. Part time positions after 90 days will receive $.9.05 •
i $14 77mr based upon experience. Sick leave
and vacation benefits for part time employees
Expenence not required. Part time positions
available m Bowling Green, Portage and Walbndge. Application may be obtained from tie
Wood County Board of MR/DO. Entrance B.
11160 E. Gypsy Lane Road. BG, 8.00am - 430
pmfOE
MF RCHANDISING/DISPLAY
FINDER S RECOROS^OVVNTOVVN BG
Position available Please send resume and
work history Fmders. 128 N Main St .BG.OH
43402 S-lOhrs/rnonth
NATIONAL PARKS
HIRING
PosDons are now available at
National Parks, Forests A
Wildlife Preserves.
Excellent benefits A bonuses'
Cell: 1 -206-971 -3620 ext N55447.

1 lemale sublease* needed lor Spnng 97. 2
bedroom apt. own room 1
1/2 bath
$207.S0rmo . gas A elec Betsy 354 6127
COME CHECK OUT
HEALTHY FOOD CHECK-UP!
FREE Dietary analysis
and consultation
Tuesdays 1 30-2:30 and
Thursdays 1011 Call the
Center lor Wettness and Prevention
at 372 9355 to make an appt.
Sublessor needed lor mo* one bedroom
Apt located right downtown Unfurnished

Call Cindy & 352 6256

HELP WANTED
#1 Aweeome Trlpel Hundreds of Students
Are Earning Frse Spring Break Tripe A
Money! SMI 8 Trips 4 Go Free1 Bahemea
Cruise $279. Cancun A Jamaica $309, Panama
Clty/Daytona
$1191
www.sprlngbraaktravel.com
1-•00-67X306

bled down the left-field line with one out in the
seventh off Nelson. Palmeiro hit a 3-1 pitch over
the wall in right-center.
Baltimore starter David Wells pitched out of
serious trouble in the fifth and sixth innings before leaving with runners at first and second in
the seventh Wells gave up eight hits over 6 2-3
Innings for the win.
Todd Zeile also homered for the Orioles.
The Yankees cut it to 4-3 in the seventh on Cecil Fielder's RBI single off reliever Alan Mills.
But the Orioles got an important insurance run
in the eighth on Alomar's sacrifice fly.
With Brady Anderson at third, Alomar lifted a
ball down the right-field line. Right fielder Paul
O'Neill caught it in foul territory but couldn't
make a play on Anderson.
The Yankees threatened to come back again in
the ninth Jeter singled off Randy Myers and
with one out Bemie Williams walked. Armando
Benitez came on and got Fielder to pop up for
the second out and got Tino Martinez on a routine flv ball to right for the save.

Accepting applications at a full serve gas
station Apply m person at Barney's 1000 S

WANTED

152 H3I
Breadsocks * Pizza'
Subs * Macros * Pasta'
Soups'Salads
FREE DELIVERY 11AM 1AM
440 E. COURT ST.

Sponsored By
Enterprise Rent -A -Car
FEATURING
THE CHICAGO BULLS CHEERLEADERS
the lOVABLES"

Prize siveaways
all night including
a Bike Raffle!

INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE MEN'S BOWL
WG - OCT 15; M A W CROSS COUNTRY •
I OCT 18 ALL ENTRIES DUE IN 130 FIELD
HOUSE BY 4 00PM ON DUE DATE

CAMPUS POLLYEYES

SERVICES OFFERED

Co-sponsored by:
Cycle Werks &
Belch Insurance

NEW YORK - There were no 12-year-olds to
foul things up for the Orioles this time.
Rafael Palmeiro hit a two-run homer in the
seventh inning Thursday, lifting Baltimore to a
5-3 victory over the New York Yankees to even
the American League championship series at
one win apiece.
Palmeiro's shot to right-center off loser Jeff
Nelson snapped a 2-2 tie and gave the Orioles a
reason to celebrate less than 24 hours after a
possible win in Game 1 was stolen away by a
12-year-old Yankees fan.
The youngster, Jeff Maier, had leaned over
the right-field wall and interfered with Orioles'
outfielder Tony Tarasco in the eighth inning of
Wednesday's game, turning a routine flyout into
a game-tying homer by Derek Jeter. The Yankees went on to win the game 5-4 in 11 innings.
The best-of-7 series shifts to Baltimore's
Camden Yards for Game 3 on Friday night.
With the score tied 2-2, Roberto Alomar dou-

Group will meet on Monday beginning
Ocl 21st 10:30am.12 00

CITY EVENTS
ATTENTION ORGANIZATION PRESIDENTS
Don i M lei ou! o' the 1997 Key Yearbook
Cat Jennifer al 3 72 6753 lo have your
organization photographed lor the yearbook.

The Associated Press

Now hinng servers - weekends only apply m
person Kauffman's al the Lodge 1628 E.
Wooater
SORTER OPERATOR
FT and PT 2nd Shift and PT 3rd Shift. Mon b Fn.. occasional Saturdays. Sorter Operators
in our Computer Room Mainframe experience
beneficial, PC and/or CRT experience re
quved.
Interested applicants should apply m person.
Mid Am. Inc Operations Center. 1851 N
Research.BG.(1-75 k>exiM8i) Md Am values a diverse workforce and is in principle as
well as practice, an Equal Opportunity Employer.
Sub for paper route. Need dependable car
About 3 hours. $21 plus $4 gas, afternoons
Call Kay 352-4636.
Telephone interviewing Part-time. No selling,
relaxed atmosphere. In Perrysburg, mostly
eves A weekends 874-5842.

91 Rao Mustang LX. 62K, Exc cond . loaded.
AMTM Cassette, EO. automatic. ArC. hatch
back, t«300 OBO Call 419449-2278 Even-

'"a*

__^__
1987 Ford Tempo. 5 speed runs good
$150008.0
CMI419.3829870
BEER REFRIGERATOR
with al equipment -11 SO
686 6651

Cheap Lot Rent
1972 Don-A-Barl 14x64' mobile home New
furnace, relng. washer, dryer and carpet Central air and car-pan. 15 mm. drive lo campus
Cheaper than apartment rent. Mist aee.

419-869-4149
DODGE Shadow TURBO 87, power steer,
moon root, alloys. 2 door, no rust. S1800. Call
352-5595
Let's Party Bam Sale
Very ig collection ol beer lights &
mirrors. Take Rt. 25 S to St. Rt. 281.
turn lei on 281 to St Rt 199 Turn Rt. to
W Mllgrove. Oh Mobile Home in woods
behind only gas station m town. 25 mins
IromBG Oct 9. 10. 11. 12 9am Dl dark
Rain or shine
Mountain Bike lor Sale
Cannondale: Killer V 500. Excelent condition.
Front Suspension with extras. For 1625 or best
oner Call 354 5071 Ask lor Dana
Our compoarry wilt be h»mg motivated BGSU
students who are looking to build an extensive
resume, earn an mtsrsrvp and gain valuable
expenence m Marketing, Management, Selee
and General Buelneee. Earnee',000
t I9.000neit summer working in the following
areas. Maumee, Perrysburg. Sytvania and
Toledo.Positions are rilled on a first come first
serve basis For more information call OTP at
1-800-356-5987.
SEIZED CARS FROM (175. Porsches. Cadillacs. Chevys, BMWs Corvettes Also Jeeps.
4WD'a four area Toll Free 1-800-898-9778
Eat A-2076 lor current hspngs.
Trek Mountain Bike 900
$220

3524445
VW GO! 1986. 2dr„ Sspd . low miles, very reliable, cheap D operate 11999 41*868-5288.
collect.

FOR RENT
1 A 2 bdrm. apartments
Available Now.
Newlove Rentals' 352 5620
1 bdrm. apt. (or rent. Single or grad students.
Sreet parking available. Can Marion at Newmans Marathon 353-1311.
1 bedroom apartment lor rent
available Spnng SeTiester
across the street from campus
Great condition and quiet neighbors

Call 352 5827
1 Grad Student sublessor needed, Spring
1007 1 bedroom, dose lo campus. Please call
352-3603
2 and 3 bdrm. houaes for rent
Call Preferred Properties at

352-0378
2 bdrm house A also 1 bdrm ept 354 -6600

$1000 POSSIBLE TYPING
Pan erne Athome Toll Free (1)800-969 97/6
exi T-20/6fo'iisungi
^^^

FOR SALE

4 bdrm house near campus. lOOOVmonth plus
uDlibes No pets. Security deposit and good
references. Cal 362-6160.

$1000 s POSSIBLE READING BOOKS
Pan time At Home. Toll Free (1) 600-896 9778
Eat. R-2076 tor listings

99 Ford Fesova, excellent condilon. no rust.
40 • moo $2700
Call 352 5678

Large 2 bdrm. apt*, for rent
Call Preferred Properties at
3520378

Y»NEX^L™VmRecyrffrg
Good Luck Falcons III

I
tft

BGSU Recycling 372-8909

Applebutter Fest begins this weekend Barbie
Locals warn
doll is
•->*■%
'Don't go there'
to the would-be
¥
tool of
town visitors
Satan
Bud Hamilton
The Back Pages

GRAND RAPIDS, OHIO Within 48 hours this town of 900
people will see at least 60,000
people flood its streets.
They call the one-day event the
Applebutter Fest, a trip to
yesteryear, and it draws in hordes of yuppie larvae from a
three-state area. The smell of
french fries and cotton candy
mingles in the air and wafts
through this Maumee River valley town.
This is the 20th year of the Applebutter Fest, and it has grown
by leaps and bounds from the
community festival it used to be.
Dave LaRoe, owner of LaRoe's
restaurant in downtown Grand
Rapids, and co-chair of the event
for the past eight years, said the
event is great for the village.
"I guess when it first started it
was to show people the crafts and
traditions of yesteryear, blacksmithing, applebutter making, et
cetera," he said.
LaRoe said the growth of the
festival has exceeded what
anyone thought it would be.
"The festival has grown
beyond our expectations," LaRoe
said. "But we want to maintain
the quality of the festival."
The festival began in the late
1970s as a local festival. But as
the town grew and flourished, so
did the Applebutter Fest.
Transformed now from a "historical days" into a Mecca for the
Masses, the rapid expansion of
the event fostered some hard
feelings from local residents.
With the expanded attendence
came expanded parking problems. The Grand Rapids Historical Society, sponsors of the
event, began using several empty
fields on the village's east side.
A $4 charge is imposed for
parking, which LaRoe said is a
bargain since admission to the
Festival is free.
"There's no admission fee, but
$4 per car fee which pays for the
festival," he said. "That's a full
day's admission for a small fee.
We pay for the portajohns and

The Associated Press

The Back Pigci/Joe Boyle

Hlstorlal reenactors take to the banks of the Maunmee River In Grand Ing Its 20th year. The Fest has become wildly popular In the past ten
Rapids. Ohio. They are part of the Applebutter Fest, which is celebrat- years.
sheriff's auxiliary."
After parking, people who opted not to take a trolley into the
downtown walked through many
of the local residents' yards to
get out of the downtown area.
One man came up with a
system to repel the invading tourists - spreading compost along
his south side farmhouse.
However, LaRoe said the
community is fully behind the
Fest.
"The entire community is behind it with our nonprofit groups
being the food vendors. They can
do good quality projects
throughout the year," he said,
with organizations from the Boy
Scouts to Youth Baseball benefitting from the non-profit groups'
food tents.
However, some residents said
the day is the one time throughout the year they want to be anywhere but home.
"Avoid it like the plague," said

one Grand Rapids resident employed in Bowling Green. "That's
the day we townies should beat
feet. We're trapped. Dont go
there."
LaRoe said the festival does
ask a lot of the citizenry, but the
end benefit far outweighs people's gripes.
Automobile traffic is stopped
by uniformed Wood County Sheriffs Deputies at 7 a.m. after
which time no one gets in, and no
one gets out.
"It requires our citizens to give
a lot," LaRoe said. "But there's
not anyone who can say that they
don't know someone who benefits
monetarily. We are grateful for
people giving things up. It imposes, but in a positive way."
LaRoe said concern for the
community is why the Applebutter Fest Committee has kept it a
one-day event, and will continue
to do so in the future.
"Our committee keeps this to

"It requires our citizens to give a lot. But
there's not anyone who can say that they
don't know someone who benefits
monetarily. We are grateful for people giving
things up. It imposes, but in a positive way."

Dave LaRoe
Committee co-chairperson

one day. We would never impose
that on the local residents," he
said.
The committee takes over
operation of the town beginning
at 7 am. Members of the committee, in a very official looking capacity, carry around radios and
issue direct orders to people

committing perceived violations
of Applebutter law.
One person interviewed for
this story refused to comment at
all, citing he did not want to be
"run out on a rail"
Joe Boyle contributed to (his
article

PITTSBURGH - To Sybil
Peck and Julie Kelley, their
co-workers' alleged mutilation of a Barbie doll was
part of a satanic ritual. And
at the very least, it was bad
workplace hygiene.
Peck, 30, of Valencia,
Butler County and Kelley,
29, of Gibsonia in suburban
Pittsburgh say they were
victims of sexual harassment at the Hoss's Steak &
Sea House where they
worked as waitresses.
The women claim coworkers skewered the doll
and dropped it in a deep
fryer, then left the grease
in the fryer unchanged for
seven days, using it to cook
food that was served to restaurant patrons.
Dan Gross, a local expert
on satanic cults, has agreed
to testify on the women's
behalf. They are seeking
reinstatement to their jobs,
back pay and damages in
excess of $25,000. No trial
date has been set.
The use of the doll as a
sacrificial substitute for a
human is called "sympathetic magic," and burning the
doll is a way to "gain power
over the woman the doll
represented," Gross wrote.
The purpose of the sacrifice, he wrote, was to make
the woman burn in hell and
promote her emotional and
physical torment in this
life, too.
"The slicing of the doll's
head could signify the desire to scramble the victim's thinking," Gross
wrote.
After complaining about
the alleged Barbie incident,
Peck and Kelley say they
were given less profitable
tables, fewer hours to work
and bad meals to serve.

Hairy is horrendous, bald is beautiful
Ted Anthony
The Associated Press
NEW YORK - Burt Reynolds,
now he was one hairy guy. He
strutted through the hirsute 70s
in unbuttoned shirts or no shirts
at all, his thicket of black curlicues forming a veritable Sherwood Forest of fuzz for the world
to see.
But today, celebrity chic from Calvin Klein ads to
Hollywood Beefsteak of the Moment Matthew McConaughey - is
dictating a different peccing order: no hair at all. And even
Reynolds is sporting a shiny
dome for a new movie.
In the changing American male
chesthetlc, men aren't so wild
about hairy anymore. Fuzz is defunct; waxing, shaving, even the
occasional furtive Nair bath are
in.
"It used to be gay men doing it.
Now it's all men," says Lia
Schorr, who runs a Manhattan
grooming salon and has written a
book about men's skin care.
Forty percent of her customers
are men, and many want chest
hair removed.
"The rules of the road with
what men are and aren't supposed to do are gone," Schorr
says.
Through much of time, the

Western male ideal has been hair
that symbolized sexual prowess.
Who among us doesn't associate
virility, or at least lampooned
virility, with a bearded Cossack
or a shirtless Burt? And fathers
exhort sons: "It's good for you;
it'll put hair on your chest."
Now we have bondage enthusiasts extolling hairlessness
in cyberspace. We have celebrities, models and slacker musicians appearing in magazines
with nary a chest lock. And we
have Lia Shorr and her compatriots across New York and the
nation - essentially depilatorial
wholesalers.
"A new Darwinian era is upon
us," writes Guy Trebay, a columnist for the Village Voice.
"After aeons of mutation, the
male of the species has shed his
protective pelt."
Ylkes! How did this happen?
Two words: ambiguous sexuality.
Virtually everyone traces the
appearance of bare chests to urban gay communities, especially
New York's, aided by what Terence McFarland, Details magazine's fashion editor, calls "L.A.
pLasticlzation." And the proliferation of gay images in the media
isnt hurting, either.
See BUCK NAKED, page nine.
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Hanks new movie refreshing
'That Thing You Do' offers upbeat change from usual movie fare
Nicole Stonar
The Back Pages

"That Thing You Do," written
and directd by Tom Hanks, who
also has a lead role, is a refreshingly different movie with none
of the sex or violence that has
become so common in movies today. It is the story of an Erie, Paband in the summer of 1964 who
go from playing in a garage to
playing at state fairs and then to
Hollywood because of one song,
•That Thing You Do."
The band, who calls themselves The Wonders, consists of
the following five musicians:
Jimmy is the serious and talented lead singer and songwriter,
played by Jonathan Schaech
("Models, Inc." and "How to
Make and American Quilt").
Lenny, the somewhat goofy
lead guitarist, is played by Steve
Zahn of "Reality Bites" fame.
Ethan Embry ("Dutch," "Empire Records") plays the mysterious character known only as
"the bass player."
Then, of course, there's Tom
Everrett Scott ("Grace Under
Fire"), who plays Guy Patterson,
the charming drummer who
started out as a replacement
when the original drummer
broke his arm but became a
permanent member when he
helped the band win a college talent contest that sent them on the
road to success.
Liv Tyler ("Empire Records,"
"Stealing Beauty") also has a
lead role as Faye, Jimmy's girlfriend, who tours with the band
as their fashion consultant.

Nirvana
Valerie Kopp

Aaron Welsbrod
The Back Pages

The movie follows the band
from their days of garage
rehearsals to their first public
appearance at a talent contest
where Guy Patterson speeds up
the the song without previously
consulting the rest of the band,
and although they are angry at
first, their attitude changes when
the audience starts cheering for
them, and they win the contest.
This win gets The Wonders
(originally spelled "Oneders") a
regular Job playing at a local restaurant, and word about the band
spreads to a record executive

who becomes their manager and
gets their song, "That Thing You
Do," played on the radio.
Their manager then introduces
Guy, the band's spokesperson, to
Mr. White (Tom Hanks), an executive for Play-Tone Records
who wants to sign The Wonders
onto his label and make them
"stars in the Play-Tone galaxy."
The Play-Tone label sends the
band across the country on a
state-fair tour, causing their
popularity to skyrocket and their
song to become the fastest rising
hit in the history of Play-Tone

University Computer Services Fall Seminars
The following University Computer Services Seminars will be ottered this fall. These free seminars are open
to anyone at BQSU. Please bring a blank 3.5" disk to the semlnar(s). You must call 372-2911 to register tor
the seminars. A complete seminar list can be found on the WWW at:
http:/'www. bgsu.edu/departments/ucs/seminars

Records.
Unfortunately, like many
bands, the members have
different ideas about what their
future as musicians looks like,
and their success ends with the
song that began it.
"That Thing You Do" seems to
take a somewhat realistic look at
the careers of the many one-hitwonder bands that were common
in the 60's, has a talented cast
and Is filled with original music
that Imitates the pop sound of the
60's very well. The movie is fun
and upbeat, and I can guarantee
you that you'll be singing the title
song over and over again long
after leaving the theater.

The Back Pages
I've said it once and I'll say it
I just got done listening to the again: Tool is Cool. For any of
newest Nirvana release "From you Tool fans out there who hathe Muddy Banks of Wishkah," ven't made it out to Madhatter
and right now I hate myself and I yet, you are truly missing
want to die. This 17-track CD, oufAenima," their long-awaited
which features live tracks from follow up to 1993's multi1989 to 1994, is yet another cheap plaltnum disc "Undertow," was
attempt at exploiting the death of released on CD this past Tuesday
everyone's favorite grunge (It was released on vinyl last
month along with "Undertow"
rocker Kurt Co-BANG.
Apparently the sales of the last and their first EP "Opiate"), and
post-death Nirvana album (that by golly, It was worth the wait.
Tool, being one of the more fo"MTV Unplugged" performance
... which wasn't too bad) have cused bands around today, has
slowed down, so now the music the ability to put emotion as well
industry has tossed this sorry as messages into their music, as
piece of crap to the once flannel- "Aenima" clearly shows. "Aenima" is over 77 minutes of conclad masses.
To be fair to the trio (I mean, if nected compositions with titles
no one else acknowledges Pat like "Useful Idiot," "Hooker
Smear, why should I?) this CD With a Penis," "Eulogy," "Puhas about two good tracks on it: shit," and "Third Eye."
The first track, "Stlnkflst," is
"Aneurysm" (the song off the
disc that's been recieving all that currently recieving a fair
amount of radio air play and is a
MTV and radio play) and...
Well, I think that other decent good representation of what to
song was "Scentless Appren- expect on the rest of the disc.
Tool definitely has a specific
tice," but I can't confirm this fact
because the CD player is now audience, but even if you're not
into this type of music I highly
mysteriously not working.
Honest. I'm not making this up. recommend you at least check
"From the Muddy Banks of out the cover art. It includes hoWishkah" just broke the CD logram-type images that (when
moved back and forth) create
player.
scenes of moving eyeballs, a man
performing oral sex on himself,
DONTBUYTHISCD!!!
and other neat stuff.

GAMER'S PRESENTS...

.V

Newswatcher and Fetch (Mac). This seminar covers the internet applications Newswatcher (reading
Internet news) and Fetch (transferring files on the Internet), prior experience with the Macintosh is
recommended. Attendees must have a BGNet account, (created at least 48 hours prior to the seminar).
Monday, October 14th from 3:00 - 5:00 p.m. In 126 Hayes Hall
Tuesday, October 15th from 10:00 a.m. - noon in 126 Hayes Hall
Eudora (Mac). This seminar covers the basics of electronic mall (e-mail) using Eudora, including reading,
sending and saving e-mail messages. Prior knowledge of the Macintosh is recommended. Attendees must
have a BGNet account (created at least 48 hours prior to the seminar).
Monday, October 21st from 9:00 - 11:00 a.m. In 126 In Hayes Hall
Wednesday, October 23rd from 11 00 a.m. -1:00 p.m. In 126 Hayes Hall

Chaos Starts at 9:00

PC Eudora (IBM). This seminar covers the basics of electronic mail (e-mail) using PC Eudora, including
reading, sending and saving e-mail messages. Prior knowledge of the Windows concepts is recommended.
Attendees must have a BGNet account (created at least 48 hours prior to the seminar).
Tuesday, October 22nd from 10:00 a.m. - noon in 207 Olscamp Hall
Wednesday, October 23rd from noon - 2:00 p.m. In 207 Olscamp Hall
Advanced Microsoft Word (Mac). This seminar covers additional features of Microsoft Word and a few
advanced features of the word-processing package. Prior experience with Microsoft Word is recommended.
Friday, October 25th from noon - 2:00 p.m. in 126 Hayes Hall
Monday, October 28th from 9:00 - 11:00 a.m. in 126 Hayes Hall
VN and FTP for Windows (IBM). This seminar covers the Internet applications VN (reading Internet
news) and FTP (transferring file on the Internet). Prior experience with the Windows Operating Systems Is
recomended. Attendees must have a BGNet account, (created at least 48 hours prior to the seminar).
Tuesday, October 29th from 10:00 a.m. - noon In 207 Olscamp
Thursday, October 31 st from 10:00 a.m. - noon In 207 Olscamp
Advanced Microsoft word (IBM). This seminar covers additional features of Microsoft Word and a few
advanced features of the word-processing package. Prior experience with Microsoft Word Is recommended.
Wednesday, November 6th from 4:00 - 6:00 p.m. In 128 Hayes Hall
Thursday, November 7th from 9:00 - 11:00 a.m. in 207 Olscamp
Intro to Microsoft Excel for Windows (IBM). This seminar provides a basic introduction to the uses
of Excel worksheets, including cells, formatting text, numbers, and formulas. Prior experience with the
Windows Operating System is recommended.
Monday, November 4th Irom 9:00 - 11:00 a.m. in 207 Olscamp Hall
Tuesday, November 5th from 10:00 a.m. - noon In 207 Olscamp Hall.
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Advanced Microsoft Excel (MAC). This seminar covers advanced features of Excel, including
spreadsheet formats, charts, and macros. Prior experience with Excel or attendance to Intro to Uicrosolt
Excelis recommended.
Friday, November 15th from 9:00-11:00a.m.ln126 Hayes Hall
Monday, November 18th from 11:00 a.m. -1:00 p.m. In 126 Hayes Hall
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HEPATITIS B IMMUNIZATIONS
Where:

Student Health Service
Bowling Green,Oh 43403-0147
phone:(419) 378-2271
fax:(4l9) 372-8010

When:

M-TU-W-F
TH

Intro to Microsoft Excel (Mac). This seminar provides a basic introduction to the uses of Excel
worksheets, including cells, formatting text, numbers, and formulas. Prior experience with the Macintosh
Operating System is recommended.
Monday, November 4th from 11:00 a.m. -1:00 p.m. in 126 Hayes Hall
Friday, November 8th from 9:00 -11:00 a.m. in 126 Hayes Hall
Advanced Microsoft Excel (IBM). This seminar covers advanced features of Excel, including
spreadsheet formats, charts, and macros. Prior experience wrth Excel or attendance to Intro to Microsoft
Exce/ls recommended.
Wednesday, November 13th Irom 11:00 a.m. -1:00 p.m. In 207 Olscamp Hall
Monday, November 18th from 9:00 -11:00 a.m. in 207 Olscamp Hall

f/

W evenings

8:00 - 11:45am
1:30-3:00pm
9:15- 11:15am
1:30 -3:00pm
by appointment

Three doses complete series: 0, 1,6 months
How Much:
How You
Can Get It:

Ages 0-19
Age* 20+

810.00 ehota/830.00 eeriee
J128.00 shot»/g84.00 eeriee

Hepatltla B virus is easier to "catch" than you realize. The
virus is found mainly In blood, semen and vagina] fluid,tnit
has also been found in saliva and urine. If you come Into
frequent contact with blood or other body fluids, the virus
can enter your body through an opening In the skin or
^
through your eyes or mouth.
O* ^ M. ^O*^

e 1 996 KEY YEARBOOK IS HERE!
Pick yours up inw28HWest Hall
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Swcimi Swampy'/

VA/eekly Horoscope
Welcome one and all to the
mysterious and strange world of
prediction of the future.
To guide you on your journey
into the world of the supernatural LsThe Back Page* own personal psychic, recommended to
us by Dionne Warwick.
Some of you may be familiar
with the work of Swami Swampy
the Omnipotent. Swami Swampy
accurately predicted former
President Olscamp's retirement.
President Ribeau's nomination,
the Kennedy assassination and
the demise of "Weekend Reality"
magazine.
Swami Swampy has been
quoted in publications as diverse
as "Reader's Digest," "Weekend
Reality," "The Insider" and "The
Congressional Review."
While none of us can boast absolute clairvoyance, Swami
Swampy swears his predictions
are based on facts, former events
and a pint of Gilbey's vodka.
So now, for the first time ever
in print, we are happy to present
the horoscope of Swami Swampy.
Let us leave the page to make
room for his spiritual aura.
Swami Swampy
the Black Swamp Creature
LI BRA (Sept 23 - Oct. 22)

Those born under this sign may
experience romantic problems;
perhaps even a lack of romantic
partners. Translation: Try again
next weekend.
Thank you, spirit.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21)
You need to go on vacation because ... oh man ... it really, really
sucks to be you right now.
Gracias, spirit.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 - Dec.
21)

ARIES (Mar. 21 - April 19)
You're going to wake-up with a
bad rash this weekend. Perhaps it
has to do with the person you
went home with who claimed to
be Kurt Cobain's drug supplier.
But maybe not. Plan on another
weekend alone, sucker.
Thank you for the pizza; sweet,
divine spirit.
TAURUS (April 20 - May 20)
You are a car. Nuff said.
???????????????
GEMINI (May 21 - June 20)
... You can't be serious. Really?
Uh ... check back next week if
ON THIS DATE: Nov. 22 you're still capable of sight.
President Kennedy was assasThank you, blessed spirit.
sinated. By the way, you may
soon be unemployed and losing
CANCER (June 21 - July 22)
many limbs. Sorry.
You may find yourself in deep
Thanks spirit. Thanks a lot.
legal trouble In the next week.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19) Drunkeness may follow you to
Men, you are dashingly hand- work like a lost puppy. Also, if
some, loved by the ladies and you are Bob Dole, you're gonna
perhaps even gentlemen. You lose, buddy. Bad. As bad as it
rock, you sexy little thing you. gets. To a pot-smoker.
You rule, sweet spirit.
And ladies, plan on meeting this
sweet stud in your future.
LEO (July 23 - Aug. 22)
Try your best to ignore the
Thank you, thank you, thank
you sweet spirit.
voices that seem to follow you
wherever you go, be It at work or
dinner.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18)
Thank you, sweet lovin' spirit.
The men under this sign are
VIRGO (Aug. 23 - Sept 22)
also incredibly handsome. Some
Three words: Old dead cats.
of you out there are currently in
charge of highly successful mini- Believe it.
Thank you, oh grotesque spirit.
mags in small college towns.
Swami Swampy knows already
Women, you can either stick with
that Capricorn stud, or risk it all knows you liked this column,
hence it will be appearing every
for this guy. What's it gonna be?
Thank you again, knowledgea- week in The Back Pages.Swampy
would also like to thank Joe
ble spirit.
Boyle and Aaron Weisbrod for
PISCES (Feb. 19 - Mar. 20)
Marshmallows. Lots of their support through both his
failed try at USG Senate and this
mar shm allows.
column.
Thank you spirit. I think.

BUCK NAKED

boy." It's a tabooish "middle
look," he says, between traditional male and female images.
"The ideal image - for both
"I think there's a desire for gay men and women - is a premen specifically - the muscle pubescent woman who basically
culture of New York In the last has the body of a boy," Silver-man
half-decade - to form this idea- says. "So what I think's going on
lized version of the male body," is a combination of - androgyny
McFarland says. "A lot of gay and Images of children or very
guys had their coming out expe- young teen-agers."
rience and looked immediately to
Mainstream androgyny is noththe pornography world, and ing new in this century; it's
much of pom is hairless."
usually the women, though, who
Eric Silver-man, a DePauw move toward the men: from
University anthropologist who 1920S flappers with short hairstudies body image in various cuts and taped breasts to the Ancultures, describes an aesthetic nies - Hall in a shirt and tie in the
that might be called Bijou Phil- 1970s and Lennox in the 1980s in
lips Syndrome - androgyny close-cropped hair and a suit. Of
mixed with simmering pubescent course, there was Ziggy Stardust,
eroticism to form "somebody but thankfully that passed.
"We seem to be moving ... to a
who looks like a well-manicured
Continued from page seven.

210 N Main

352-9951*

Mutated frogs become
concern to northerners
Beth Sliver
The Associated Press

HENDERSON, Minn. - Bruce
Nelson was catching frogs for
catfish bait last year when he realized something was horribly
wrong: Some of the frogs had
stumps for legs, and others had
as many as four tangled hind
legs.
"You see deformed things all
the time in nature, but nothing
like this," Nelson said.
All across Minnesota and into
neighboring Wisconsin, South
Dakota and Quebec, scientists
and locals are seeing the same
kind of grotesquely misshapen
limbs, along with frogs with tails,
missing or shrunken eyes, and
smaller sex organs.
Scientists have had a hard time
finding wetlands in Minnesota
with no deformed frogs. Most recently, deformed frogs were
found in Vermont.
"It scares me," said Judy Helgen, a research scientist with the
Minnesota Pollution Control
Agency. "I'm at different levels
of getting a chill down ray spine."
Scientists aren't sure what's
causing the deformities. The
theories run the gamut from pesticides to parasites to radiation
from ozone depletion, or some
combination of factors.
What worries many around the
state Is whether humans are in
danger, too.
"There's a reasonable assumption that If there's an external
substance influencing amphibian
development, it could influence
human development," said David
Hoppe, who is on a state-financed
team of scientists researching
the problem.
The federal Environmental
Protection Agency plans to do its

APPtMM

A scientist displays a deformed frog from the Minnesota Pollution
Control Agency.
own study.
Students from the Minnesota
New Country School in Le Sueur,
in the heart of the state's farm
country, first reported the deformed leopard frogs during a
field trip to a wetland last year.
They reported their findings to
the pollution control agency, then
to state lawmakers, and finally
went worldwide by putting their
information and pictures of the
frogs on the Internet.
"When somebody caught a frog
without one leg," 13-year-old
Jack Bovee told a state House
committee this year, "I thought,
'Houston, we have a problem."'
Cindy Reinitz, the teacher who
has become known as "The Frog
Lady" since her middle school
students made the discovery,
said there is at least once person
with cancer in every household
around the wetland. But scientists have made no direct link between the frog abnormalities and
cancer.
A newly created frog hot line
has received hundreds of sightings of deformed frogs, from 54
of the state's 87 counties.

"It scares me, I'm at
different levels of
getting a chill down
my spine."
Judy Helgen
research scientist

The fact that the abnormalities
are widespread suggests that the
problem has more than one
source, said Hoppe, a herpetologist from the University of Minnesota at Morris.
His best guess Is some sort of
water pollution, possibly from
something airborne. That could
come from heavy metals, pesticides or a whole array of things
that settle onto the landscape.
In researching some 10,000
frogs this summer, Hoppe said,
he found that the most aquatic
frogs had the worst abnormalities.
"I was very surprised, startled
even," he said, "because I've
seen a lot of frogs over the years,
and I've never seen anything like
that."

but, actually.
very hermaphroditic culture tions. Consider this missive, shaved."
While shaving may be rather
The roles have blurred in terms from the "frequently asked quesNuff said,
of what guys do and what girls tlons" section of the innocuous, if itchy, waxing is not
do, particularly among teen- "altsex-bondage" newsgroup on exactly comfortable. Anything
agers and college-age kids," says the Internet: "Shaven skin is siAnne York, a trend analyst and lky soft, completely and utterly
expert in male body image. "And naked, and very vulnerable. ...
the lack of body hair, I think, Since shaving is conventionally a
female activity, it carries an
translates to youth."
There are the carnal attrac- added charge when men are

ICE COLD BEER
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lyings
On the
"Wind
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Band Starts at 10:00pm
A i 4
4 W
Video Games •Electronic Darts

Lawson's Chip Dip /
Voted #1

<

30^c
off
16 oz.

MGD 18pk
$8.99

126 W. Wooster
ph: 352-KITE(5483)
wowkites@wcnet.org J
M-F3-8
Sat 11-5

^3^ FRI. OCT. 11««RAS RIDDIN
SAT. OCT. 12»«N0N CHALLANT
w/JACKIEO

352-7767
425 E. Wooster

$11.99 30 pk
Busch Light

We carry single.dual, & quad line kites air toys, winsocks &
^decorative flags.
J/Ve custom make flags, banners, and feathers.
JVe can repair your old kites.
^yi/e offer kite flying demonstrations.

N^ Howard's ClubM \l^
-^3?^
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TONIGHT AT THE

Watch for us in a sky near youf

The Bowl-N-Greenery
SEAFOOD SPLASH
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ALPHA OMICRON PI

SUNDAV-MOND
ONLY
SPECIAL

Welcomes our '96 fall new members

^orco*

Scallops • Clams • Shrimp • Alaskan 'Bollock. • Baked Jish
& our special recipe Clam Chowder. Also includes compUu
soup & salad Bar, potato bar, and unlimited beverages.

2 LARGE PIZZAS
& 1 Topping
Sarah Lutz
Kathy Arndts
Karri Baker
Kristin MacAulay
Heather Baldwin
Ann Mickey
Sue Bedoch
Carrie Otte
Laura Peculis
Jessica Heiselman
Jennifer Horak
Patti Plascak
Heather Junia
Kelly Pratt
Jill Kaplan
Meghan Sandmann
Kristine Kovac
Jessica Stevens
Frannie Leass
Mindy Thompson |
Erin Waters

Aon... The Power of Friendship
AOIIAOII AOIIAOII AOII AOII AOII AOII AOII AOII

•Hours: 11:30- 1:30 pm

353-0044
1045 N. Main St.

JTU

The Bowl-N-Greenery

'Defivery

Hours: SUN.-WED. 11-1 AM
- Limited time offer
THURS. 11 -2 AM
- No coupon necessary
FRI.SSAT. 11-2:30 AM
BG store ONLY

$100 OFF $-joo OFF
Any Pizza or
Cheese Bread
Two Subs

ii
::

IZZOl

■ Not valid with
any other otter
No exp. date

Good wrth
any other
discount offer
- No exp. data

All-You-Can-Eat

Sunday Brunch
Carved Turkey'Breast •''HaniCarved'top %pund•'Duchess Tolaloes • Makttd
Tolaloes w/gravy • Lasaana •Scrambled lags •Sausage • •'Hash 'Browns
•Mini Muffins 'Swal tfOs •Soup cr Salad •Tolaloe "Baf^niMOHJJ

tt mmw

r* aw

OUursandwicJusc*
?» 7.1*25
dinner, always available
'

Students &
^"^
Kids 4-11

MM

03.95

r

or Reservations Call: 372-2235 "Kids 3 & "Under eat Jru!
Meal Card Accepted 4:30 - 7:00pm
•Big Charge Accepted 11:30 am- 1:30 pm & 4:30 ■ 7:00 pm

HOCkey TOOighl vs. Toronto at 7:00p.m.
Saturday Night vs. the Scarlet & Gray of OSU at 7:00pm
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As the World Turns I

Guiding Light 1- S'c-ooi Oprah Winfrey.«

NewiJt

1. .

The City »

All My Children I

One Ufa to Live £

General Hospital X

Ntwiff

News:?

ABC News

Entertain

Hard Copy

Fern. Met

Days ot Our Lives "

Another World X

Cosby

Blossom X Baywatch (In Stereo) X

Montel Williams X.

News

NBC News

CopsX

RttlTVX

Sit-Be Fit

BillNye

Wishbone

Sandiego

Barney

Destines

Business

NtwLthrtr

Magic Bus

Sandiego

Wishbone

News-Lehrer

Politics

Ducks

Simpsons

Home Imp. [Mad-You

Seinfeld I Home Imp.

Sliders "The Guardian"

Dinosaurs

Naws

Day & Date

Sports

Court TV

Step-Step

Mr. Cooper Simpsons |Martini:

Home Imp.

Home Imp.

Rosie ODonnell K

Real Lile

Stum* SI. Instruction Instruction BillNyt

ArtWrkshp Gourmet

Quilting

Sesame Slreet (Rl I

©
©
©

Dating

Newlywed

Paid Prog.

MttMl

Eek'

Batman

Beelleborg Rangers

Midday

Paid Prog

"The Girt Most LAer/'

Griffith

1 Love Lucy Good!

Doctor Is In nttructional Programming
Paid Prog

Gargoyles

Piid Prog.

Kid sCale

The Mask

|AladdinX

Eek!

Batman

FJtatltborg Ranger i

Whose?

Out Thart II (R)

NFL Great

Senior PGA Gotl: Transamenca Ch -• First Round

Wall Strait

|Sanlord

Skyturlar

Creatures

Shysuiier

1.

■ »M

Young and the Restless Bold A B

NewsX

f&
"fl

*r>

1 ■!

Ntwll

■i,..^ •■■>> ■ ■iiit^tu'oi News!

Late Show (In stereo) X

NewsX

WghtlineX| Hollywood

Major League Baseball Playoffs: ALCS Game 3 - Teams TBA

M'A'S'H it

Tonight Show (In Storeol

We»h.Wk.

Wall St

With God on Our Side

Gipsy Kinns

Charlie Rose (In Stereo! |Ne»shour

McLaughlin Wash. Wk.

Wall St.

With God on Our Side

Wisdom ol Faith

X-Files Home' X

News?

Coach 5

Star Trek Deep Space 9 Roseanne

Movie

News

Sports

Richard Bey

NHL Hockey Calgary Flames a: Detroit Red Wings

News

Movit: e'i'TIM F*MvwiryrubHI985) Lewis Smith

|Movit:«.'i "Sou/Man" II986) C ThomasHomeJ.

|Sa6rtna

|ChieKu X |Boy-World [JO/20 5

Served

Fresh Pr.

[This Is America
Paid Prog.
[Married.

Star Trek

CABLE STATIONS
COM Kids In Hall |Ullman

Pdrticarly

ESPN Sportacenler (R)

NFLs Greatest

HBO

sc
son
USA

|Daily Show SoapX
NFL Great

Movie: *•• 'SweerDrearrs"(1985) Jessica Lange

Without Pity: AbUitiaf

Auto Racing: Super DIRT Week QuaMiers. (Lrre)

More and Lee Levin.

Collage Soccer Weekly

Football

Battleslar Galactica

Bionic Woman

Six Million Dollar Man

USA Live

Wanted

Wings X

Monsters

Gallery

Major Dad |MaforDad

USA Live

USALive

USA Live-Love

5:30

[Bradbury

jUSA Live

6:30

6 AM

|Sportscenter

|Movie:«««'. "ForrestGump"(199«)Tom Htnks. PG-UX

This Is the PCS To..-

Mysteries

1

Movie: «• "Arrtieads"(1994)'PG-13'

lns<de PGA Up Close

|Sr. PGA

Pro Beach Soccer

Othannortd

SATURDAY
1
5 AM

Movie: •»« "Pie Gods Must Be Crazy"CM)

[Movie: 'Howlo GetAheatfii Advertising"(1989)

|TopCops

7:30

1 AM

{Wings S.

1

1

Inside the NFL IR 1

Movie: ** 1*k» Months" (1995) I

Movie

PasiPenect"{\ 996) Ere Roberta R I

Elections

Comedy

Powerboat

Players

Football

Scl-FI Bun |tn Space

Masters

SF Vortei

Sightings

House ot Horror

Masters

Sightings X

Night Stalker X

Renegade [lr SHIM) 1

Erase the Hate (R) I

Healing the Hale; P..»

Movie: ••• ■n»Aaused"(l9B8) Jodie Foster x

1

8:30

1

9 AM

1

9:30

Thorbred

Baseball

More and Les Levins

Keeneland

|SFVorte<

':;.-.-. '.'1, :■

[Boxing Sammy Slewart vs Johrrty Tapia (Lr/e) X [Sportscenler X

Women's College Volleyball

8 AM

| Buckeye

{Sportsligrrt Billiards: Masters

10 AM

"Ouliaw"

Big Easy C'awdaddy"

OCTOBER 12,1996
11AM 1
11:30

10:30

BROADCAST STATIONS
too looey

nipper ■ r.v.r.

aecreisonrypi

Mighty Ducks X

Street Sharks X

Bugs & Twaety

BugtliTwtsty

Bone Chillers X

Ntekraswt (In Stereo) Gladiators 2000

Science Guy

Sing Me a Story 'J

Saved by Ban

Hang Time (In Stereo) Saved by Bell

Calilornia Dreams X

Naturescana

Computer Chronicles JohnStoban

Joy of Painting

Grilling

Prudhomme's Fiery

Marcia Adams

Lamb Chop

Barney & Friends TT

Race to Save the Planet (In Stereo) X

Trailside: Adventure

Wild Ohio

X-Men (In Stereo) X

Tick (In Stores .8

(j:uu) rwmt snooping spree

f9
f9
Up)

m
cp
©

i o w Announce*]

to oe Announced

Animal Adventures

Paid Program

Paid Program

U.S. Farm Report

NBC News Nightside

Used Cars

With God on Our Side

Agncounwy

rteaonne news

news x.

News for Kids

Animal Adventures

Jungle Cuba Jt

[New Doug

Today' The Children's leaBh Index"; depression, male models (In Stereo) X
Michigan
In the Wild (In Stereo) 3
Wild Ohio
Intarnat! (In Stereo)

lOfl Air]

Kidsongs.'ln Stereo)

Shining Time Station Barney & Friends it

Puzzle Place (R) X

Gargoyles-Goliath

(OH Air)

Bananas in Pajamas

All Dogs Go

Dino Babies Z

C-Bear and Jamal TC

Big Bad Beelleborgs Caspar (In Stereo) X

Spider-Man X

GoosebumpaX

Lile With Louie X

14 30) Movie: •'.• "Sun0oimSaun(lers"(1936) Paid Program

To Be Announced

Dynamo Duck

Pigasso's Place

Kids Cate

Sky Dancers

Animal Adventures

Midwest Outdoors

American Adventurer Sports Express (R)

Auto Show

Richie Rich

Dragon Ryi

C-Bear and Jamal £

Big Bad Beelleborgs Caspar (In Stereo) X

Spider-Man X

Goosebumps X

Lile With Louie X

X-Men (In Stereo) I

Tick(lnSlereo)X

woniy ryuion

nno»e une r
jCwtdoor Store

Photo Salsri

Walker's Cay

Great Outdoors

|College Gameday

Paid Program

| Straight Talk (R)

PorH| People

Dragon Flyz

CABLE STATIONS
rtw rrogrsm
r*o rrogtam
ran program
CUM rsaarroorem
Jim Houston
Racehorse Digest ;R) Sportscenler .R
ESPN Boxing
HBO Movia: *'i -Destiny Turns On the Radio' (1995 Coir.eoy-Drama) Dylan McDermoti Hi
Golf America (R)
SC
SCIFI SclR Theater
USA Facts of Life X

Ultimate Outdoors

Fly Fishing Magazine Under Wild Skies

American Shooter

Shakespeare Tales

Lyle, Lyle Crocodile

Neverending Story" Wizard ol Oz X

Movie .'. rWT?iin5-(l9B7,Drama|Rool<na|ipai PO-13

Pro Foolbsll Insider

Prime Cuts (R)

Football Weekly

Sports/Health

Sports/Health

Against the Spread

Powerrider

Paid Program

Men Into Space

Paid Program

Paid Program

Paid Program

Paid Program

Paid Program

Paid Program

Movie: "E.Y.E.S o/Wars"(l994) Voices o'Suzie Meadows

| Football Forecast

Bloomberg TV

Bloomberg TV

Bloomberg TV

Paid Program

Paid Program

Paid Program

Paid Program

Paid Program

Ghost-Dark: 1st Look Inside the NFL (R) (In Stereo) X

Sports 101

Coll. Football
Dracula

World Wrestling Federation Live Wire

1 Paid Program

Week-Baseball

Anti-Gravity Room X Odyssey
Slreet Fighter X

SATURDAY

RLIt:

WingCommsnd

OCTOBER 12,1996

t»siMir^.,-ii»r^.ijptj.t/«»e^jj.--.<1-,.^+*.ijtl^«rftvtj^^^
BROADCAST STATIONS

<D

<D

College Football: Lousiana Suie at Florida. (Live) I
Flash

Weekend

jCollege Football: Flonda Stale al Miami. (Live) X

•from me Secret Fries o'Vrs Franfcwerter"

Skews X

|PaidProg. |College Football Wisconsin at Ohio State. (Lrve)

[Fortune

Entertainment Tonight

[Medicine Woman

Early Edition Bab, I

(Second Noah (In Ste'eo) Coach X

Walker, Tens Ranger I News'

[Common

Relativity (In Stereo) X

ffl
©
ti)
m

Inside Stuff Dttroit

TBA

TBA

TBA

Eating Well Garden

Gourmet

Old House

Woodshop Homelime

Router

Wdwright

Chels

Naturesc n Prime

Wild Am.

Austin City Limits (Hi

Lawrence Welk Show

Wishbone |Wishbone

Legendary Traila X

Old House

Hometime

Workshop

Gourmet

Cucina

Painting

Painting

Garden

Travels

Lawrence Welk Show

AJ Creatures

Movie:*.*» "AnAmericanmPans"(i95i)

Major League Baseball Pksyotts: NLCS Game 3 - Teams TBA

SeinleidX (HomeImp

Cops X

ut

College Football: lllnois at Michigan State (Live)

Collage Football Teams to Be Announced

Entertainers (In 8Ml*JO]

Movie:... 'Gerocimc (19931 Josccn R.-nng*c>

OA

Hetrlt:**'i "£r*irie u*ing-(ig89)TmRobbms

Movkt: ee'i 'CrVsloprorColumtus Tne Oscoren/' |Simpsons |Step-Step

Martin X

Michigan

Wdwright

Cape (In St- •

Pro Football

College Football Washm. Ion at Notre Dams. (Live) X
Grilling

Xena: Warrior Mnotta

Hercules^Jmys.
|TBA

|Movkt: "Cheech S Cheng's The Cowan Brothers"

Juiceman
Garden

NBC News
(Travels

M'A'S'H X |Mejor League Baseball Playorls: ALCS Game 4 - Teams TBA

[Cops (R) X Married...

'Sews :r

(Ross Perot Cash Exp.
[Ottmar Liebert

Outer Limits (In Stereo)
"Madonna Truth or Dare"
Saturday Nighl Live X

Austin City Limits (R)
Metalious

[Ross Perot FAX: The Serlea

|lnUwWM

|Mystery>: OWer

Mad TV (R) (In Stereo) X Lazarus

Passion to Ride

Tales-Crypt | Teles-Crypt TBA

News

Kung Fu: Legend tont.

|NHL Hockey Detroit Red Weigs al Buffalo Sabres. (Live)

IHoseanne

'Ouenw

CABLE STATIONS
COM Gallagher: The Messiest |Tompkins |PulpComic [Uendoia
ESPN Gameday |Co»ege Football: Purdue al Penn Slate. (Live)
HBO
SC

|Absolutely Ullman

Movie:« "BeniedL(«"l19ee. Comedy) Martin Mj

(Daily Sho« D,l ly Show Politically

Scoreboard Senior PGA Goll Transamenca Championship - Second Round

Sport sctr.

[Politically

Movie.. yrcfjg»/r(i988)'PG' (Movie:••• 'Cnmee'lrVi^nri^(l996.Drarna)SlephenRea.
|Scoreboard |College Football Miami-Ono al Eastern Michigan (Lrve)
Buckeye
Keeneland |Thor'bred

College Football: Illinois al M-chgan Stale ;Uvei
Mortal K

Swamp

Trailer Park|Movie: «e'i "TheFury-(1978. Horror) Kirk Douglas. X

Dragon

Renegade (in S'erec; Jt | Highlander: The Series

|Movie

|Movie: Carver's Gale "(1996) Michael Pare. I

fleasjis ;'neHearl-(i99$)TerryFarrel.

[Masters

Odyssey « Telcwar "Tek Posse" X

|Movtt:»'I •ProWemCri*I"(1990)JohnRiner.I

|Gallagher: The Mossiest |PulpComlc |LoungeUz. Dream On [Dream On ~ Tompkins (Tick T

College Football Tennessee al Georgia (Live) X

Hov>t:«*t SneiVagnvas (1939)SaivFieia I (Movie: «. 'KenEag*'!i986i Lours Gossan Jr X

SCIFI Secrel ID.
USA

|Meaney

Football Scoreboard

Movie: ** "Assassins'(1995) Sylvester Stallone R' 30 Seconds |ComedyH = jr
College Football: Akron at Central Michigan.

Baseball

Arliss S

True UN*

High School Football

Movie: «• "The Uelerce Eipermnt" (1994) I

Movie:.. "Problem Child ?"(1991) JohnRrtler. X

"Rent lips"

Sportscenler X

|P»cilic Blue (in Slew)

Sightings

Tekwar Tek Posse" I

Weird Scl. (Duckman

* "N3f>ona! Larrpcon's Last Resort"

SUNDAY

| "Uelorce'

OCTOBER 13,1996
6^3^^ ^^1V^^^7^30^^ ^^M^^8j3(^^^^MI

<^\1

9j3^M0ANM

30^^11

II:'"

LNI

|

BROADCAST STATIONS
bunoay Homing A

Good Morning America/Sunday X

Martha Stewart

This Old House (R) X Toledo Up Front

American TV

Hour ol Power iirS:co: ?.

Feed the Children

Jack Van Impe

KabttndOtbiel

D,'rn?y & Friends 1

Sesame Street X

Magic School Bus X European Journal

Kidsongs (In Stereo)

Shining Time Station Puzzle Place Leon's brags about his watch. X Lamb Chop
Jimmy Swtogtrt

Shop Sprat

To Be Announced

Power lor Living

4 OC' Movie: •» VHuaa rMk (19021

Paid Program

Paid Program

John Paul II: A Light Ic • the Nations

NBC News Nightside (Used Cars

To Be Announced

Community Cloae-Up To Be Announced

TO

,4 X) Vice Presidential Debate X

legendary Trans (In Sum) (Part 2 ol 4) X

S3

(OttA.)

JE»

rp
en

Oscar's Orchestra

Dino Babies X

Paid Program

Buster Keaton

Golden TV Greats

Main Floor

Pre. Bodyaense

Princess Gwtntvart Strike Force

Space Monkeys

(3D

Paid Program

It's Vour Business

Hour ol Power ■ S'er K»X

Church ol Today

Princess Gwenevere Strike Force

OH Air)

nounaiaut*

Kt nnetn uopetana in ^tereoi

uay ot Discovery i

3 OC! Home Shopping Spree

Jii

|ieai csiaie uigesi
John Cooper

This Week With David Brmkley »

Today Playwright Neil Simon. (In Stereo) X

Meet the Press JT

Out ol Ireland

Tony Brown

Editors

Think Tank

Magic School Bus ■ Magic School Bus X Lile on the Internet X Computer Chronicles
Paid Program
Lions Report
NFL Films Prtttnts
Dan Berry Home

Arthur X

Dr. James Kennedy

Fox News Sunday

Siegfried-Roy

Jumanji X

Mouse 1 the Monster Incredible Hulk X

BAD. X

Church Services

Jumanji X

Mouse 1 the Monster ^credible Hulk 8.

BA.0 X

Space Monkeys

Space Monktya

Sportsvreekly

Sports Reporters

Sportscenler

NFLCounldown

CABLE STATIONS
program

ram no^am

r«a rrogram

COM

Paid program

KSKI

ESPN

Collage Football

Scholastic Sot

HBO

(4 001 Movie: •• "Assassms"(1995 Drama) S fcestei Sia'tone R'ff

SC

Pro Batch Soccer From Okinawa. Japan (R)

Prime CutaiR)

SCIFI

'4:00)Movie: •« -PsyclKlir(19861

USA

Facts ol Lite I

Speedweth(R)

| Paid Program

Sportscentar (R)

| Horse Racing

Inside Sr. PGA

Inside the PGA Tour

NFLMalcn-Up R

'.'.3Tf It Irnenct (1993)Abtsckwomanleamshersper" bank don:1 s tHi

1984, Drama) Tamara Dobson. Jack Scaka

Neverending Story X Wizard of OzX

Movie ••

Futbo, Mundial (R)

SportaVHtalth

Sports/Hearth

Sporta/Health

Powemder

[Paid Program

Piid Program

Paid Program

Paid Program

Paid Program

Paid Prognm

Paid P'ogram

Sci-Fi Trader

SCI-FI

C-Net Central

Superman Batman

Mighty Max

Double Dragon

Action Man

Ultralorce (in Stereo)

Street Fighter Jt_

Mortal Kombat

Movie: ». A

-.■.

Football Forecast
Bua (R)

Movie

Pathfinder

Pro Football Insider

C-Net Central {Rl

Web

WingCommand

Savage Dragon I

ALoveSrory"(t993)

Bran SrTMartl

Coach Bio Cowhar

Pro Football Weekly

New EOge
|Wortd Wrestling Federation Superstars

SUNDAY
OCTOBER 13,1996
I12 PMI 12:30 [ 1 PM 1 1:30 12PM 1 2:30 13 PML3:30_|_4 PM 1 4:30 15 PM | 5:30 | 6 PM | 6:30 | 7 PM 1. 7:30 | 8 PM | 8:30 | 9 PM 1 9:30 110 PM| 10:30 111 PM| 11:30 112 AM
BROADCAST STATIONS
TB
TBA
To Ba Announced

(D

*

LOK ."' 1

|To Be Announced
"--." --. Vadij.tr

TBA

Q)

Gary Pinkel Blackney

Ucv:e ..

£Q

NFLonN8CI

NFL Football Cmcetnati Bengals al Pittsburgh Steektrs (Lrve) X

| LrttH House on the Prairie

Movie: •*» "The Mam £venr"(i979. Comedy)

f7) (Firing Line Contrary

Violence

Epilepsy

Wisdom ol Faith

Market

Adam Sm.

Qt) |Hometime

Old Mouse

Baking

Desterts

Quilt',

Sewing

Workshop

|Gourmtt

Gunsmokt

News I

ICBSNews

60 Minutes 1 In Stereo) X Touched by an Angel X Movie: Eve.'ytr-.njro Gain "(1996! Sean Young X

Paid Prog. |Gro. Pains

NewsX

|ABC News

Videos

Dateline (in Stereo) X

3rd Rock

McLaughlin [McLaughlin Nova (In siereoi X

Lawrence Welk Show

Legendary Trails (RH

Ltwrenct Welk Show

Creatures

Birth ot Europe

Adam Sm. [Journal

[Creatures

NFL Football Chicago at New Orleans or Minnesota at Tampa Bay. X

NFL Football Detroit Lions at Oakland Raiders From the Oakland Coliseum X Pregame

{¥>

"Lasl Time-Pans"

American Gladiators X [Extremists

(jJJ) |Movie:«• "Firotl0me "-..

Wall Street

|Court TV

|Coast Gu

Lois & Clark-Superman

Major League Baseball Playorls: ALCS Game S ■• Teams TBA

QjJ |Fox NFL Sunday X
Auto Show iWallSt

JVideos

Emergency Star Trek: Voyager X

[Boston

Movia: ••'. "Orner People's Money '(1991 .D-a-a; Movie: ... Tn.-ci* .Womma Prom The Tram"(1987) Star Trek: Deep Space 9 Star Trek: Voyagers

Medicine Woman
Siskel

Used Cart

Nature "

Masterpiece Thtatrt "Moll Flanders" X

Mtturtl

Nature!

Mttttrpltct Thtatrt "Moll Flanders' X

Songt of tht Homtland (Off Air)

|Mad-You

Movie: •• "Ouef War" (1992) Kate Jackson.

Sports Update

Viper Condor"

News '■

|Homtlmp. |Homalmp.

Editors

TwoX

Movie: "Nigril Visa'ors"(l996) Faith Ford. X

[Major League Baseball Playolfa: NLCS Game 4- Teams TBA

Could It Be a Miracle

NewsX

SuXen Terror The HrflCkmg ol School Bus rv'O 17" News it

TBA
Mystery

Movit: *«S "The Dead Poor (1988)
TBA

[Sports >lraRoseanne

TBA

Karaokt

Transition

Talk

CABLE STATIONS
Movie:.•• TheG:ws«jsi8eCray(!981)
|Movie:«'r "The HeavenVKid"(i915) Lews Smith
COM " DC Movie:
Mountain Biking
JTachting [Triathlon
[indyCar
ESPN (11 X; NFL Countdown IndyCar Mirror
Movw: TheBrMjaasotMadisonCounly"(1995)I Movie: •» "Rich* Rich"! 1994) MacauayCukn I Trtcay
HBO Movie:

Movia: •»'! -SoulMan-(19e6)C. Thomas Howeli

Tick X

Senior PGA GoH: Transamenca Ch

NFLPrimttlmt

[Dream On

Movie: »«'i "Prencn KJSS-(1996) Meg Ryan. I

Movie: »*'i MaOemAmenca"(i993)'PG-,3'I

Movw... "The Gods Musi Be Crajy" (t98t)
Bodybuilding

AtroblctCh.

Dr. Kali

|Tho Critic

Drag Racing: NHRA

Politically

|Daily Show TickX

Sportscenler X "

NFL

Movit: "II These rVaJs CouB Ta*' X iMovie: "The Bridges ol Madison'County"(1995) X

Scoreboard College Football Washington at Notre Dame
J. Patemo |Nick Saban |Lloyd Carr College Football Louisvie al TuHne.
Auto Racing Super DIRT Wee. Fma* - Fays 300.
Bucktyt
Keeneland Thor bred
SC Players
SF Vortei Alien Nation X
|SigMlngi |R) X
"ADrjcn-Cos Meet Or JekyU-Ur Hyde
Movie:.. "TheLifefO'ceEiperTOri'' (1994)I
|Trtder
|SFVortex Trailer Park Masters
OdysaayX Flash Pilot X
Robocop: The Series
SCIFI In Space
|Movie: ... 7BeAausevr(1986| JodieFosler.I jMovw: .. "Cnm™/B»flawir-(t992.Mysttry)
|Movie: "Silenl Witness IVhaUOii«Sair"(l994)I Pacific Blue (In Siereoi
Si* Stalkings (In Stereo) Big Easy (In Stereo) X
USA HovieteVi "8ac*sub"(1990) JamesBrotf

Football
Trailer Ptrk |SF Vorttx

CNat

Silk Stalkings ,l- Stereo) Reel Wild

Falcon Football Saturday vs. Kent @ 1:00
Falcon Volleuball Friday @ 7:00: Sat. @ 4:00
COLLECTIBLES

Sports. Memorabilia.
Hobbies and MORE...

CHECK IT OUT...

Complete Line of Trains
•Bachman, Atlas, Athearn,
plus more
•Authorized Lionel Dealer
Sports Memorabilia
•Autographed Baseballs,
Photos, Helmets, Caps
& Much More

SCALEXTRIC (Authorized Dealer) ^
• 40 ft. Rack Track
■ r*
(mm
• Slot Cars

NOW OPEN IN THE WOODLAND MALL

352-6345
(419J35M

f

HOMECOMING
I
Mileti Center celebrates 20 years
Page 2

Friday, October 11,1996

By June of 197S the ground
breaking was to take place.
"We moved Into the building in
As Bowling Green students August of 1976 and dedicated it
gear up for Homecoming this during Homecoming on October
weekend, University alumni will of 1976, "Weiss said.
be ready for a celebration of
their own.
The new facility was referred
The Mileti Alumni Center will to as the Alumni Center until
be celebrating its 20th anniver- 1979 when the Alumni Board of
sary this weekend. The Center, Trustees named it the Mileti
which was built in 1975, was offi- Alumni Center. It was named
cialy dedicated during Home- after Nick Mileti, a 19S3 graducoming ceremonies on October ate who gave the largest single
16, 1976. The Center will ac- contribution towards the buildknowledge the occasion with a ing of the new center.
program following this weekToday there are over 130,000
end's Homecoming game.
Bowling Green alumni, and the
The Alumni Center was origi- Mileti Alumni Center has become
nally located in the house on a central point of their activites.
Wooster Street that now houses The first floor of the Center
the Popular Culture Library. holds a lounge and conference
Larry Weiss, Director of Alumni area which can be used for meetAffairs and a 1976 graduate of ings, receptions and dinners.
the University, remembers the There is also a kitchen and the
SIC/SIC room, which is an inhouse well.
"It was a nice old house, but it formal dining area donated by
didn't really lend itself to bring- alumni that were members of
ing people together," he said.
SIC/SIC
Through! the Center hang 75 oIn 1973, due to the growing riginal works created by Univernumber of alumni, approval was sity alumni and donated to the
given to raise funds to build a Center. The library on the first
new alumni center. All of the floor contains various works and
funds raised were from private books published by alumni. It
contributions. None of the money also holds every issue of the BG
used in the building of the new News and the Key yearbook ever
center was from state, Universi- printed, some of which date back
to the 1910's.
ty or student funds.
Shonda Honlgford
The BC News

Vice President Jim Hof and
Alumni Director Jim Lessig
made the decision to approach
the alumni in California first,
Weiss said. Almost immediately
they recieved a contribution of
$20,000, he said.

"You still see the people coming back at Homecoming," Weiss
said. "They enjoy looking back at
the BG News. They enjoy looking
back at the yearbooks."
The second floor of the Center
houses several offices and organ-

izations. Among these are the Office of Alumni Affairs, Office of
Development, BGSU Foundation
and the Vice President for University Advancement. Also on
the second floor is the Board
Room which Is used for meetings
of the Alumni Board of Trustees,
Foundation Board of Directors
and student groups.
Two student groups, the University Alumni Association and
the University Ambassadors, are
also based in the Center.
The University Alumni Association, or UAA, offers many
programs to the University as
well as alumni. There are over 44
alumni chapters all over the
world that keep alumni informed
of events taking place at Bowling
Green. The UAA also grants over
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135 scholarships each year, ten
of which are legacy scholarships.
These scholarships are given to
students whose parents attended
the University. They are based
on extracurricular activities and
community involment as well as
GPA
Another service offered by the
UAA is the Extern Experience.
Through the Extern Experience,
students are paired up with
Bowling Green alumni who work
in their field of study. The students spend a week on the job
with the alumni. Although the
students receive no credit or pay,
Weiss says it Is a great way to
gain valuable experience and
make important connections.
"The alumni love it," he said.
"Talk to any alumni. The best

way they want to become involved is with the students."
Weiss said the Mileti Alumni
Center has much to offer the
University, but most students
don't know it.
"So much of It we want to do to
benefit the students, but it's hard
to do when students don't know
what we offer," he said.
The Center will celebrate its
anniversary this Saturday with a
program following the game.
Speakers for the program includes members of the Alumni
Board of Trustees, President
Ribeau and Nick Mileti as well as
Larry Weiss. Refreshments will
follow the program and students
are welcome.

HOMECOMING '96
75 years of Homecoming at BGSU
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Weekend
Homecoming
Events
FRIDAY
Homecoming
Merchandise
Sales
Union Foyer
9 a.m.4 p.m.
Window
Splash
Judging
completed
by 12 p.m.
Wild
Video
Dance
Party
Grand
Ballroom
8 p.m.12 a.m.
Casual,
Free.
SATURDAY
Homecoming
Game
lp.m.
vs. Kent
King&
Queen
will be
announced
at halftime
Window
Splash
Winner
announced

HOMECOMING
Tichy has fond memories of BG

Page 3

1971 grad currently
Toledo sports anchor
Shonda Honlglord
The BC News

This weekend's Homecoming
game will bring many familiar
faces back to the University,
some of which may be more familiar than others.
One of these faces will be Jim
Tichy, sports anchor for NBC 24
in Toledo. Tichy graduated from
BGSU in 1971 with a bachelor's
degree in Broadcast Journalism.
He returned to receive his masters In 1977.
"One of the great things about
Bowling Green is the opportunities," Tichy said.
While a student at the University, Tichy took advantage of
these opportunities. He worked
as a disc Jockey on the AM
station, WFAL and its FM
counterpart, WBGU. Tichy also
spent time working at the Bowling Green TV station, WBGU,
which was then channel 70.
While Tichy was busy with his
school commitments, he also had
time to experience campus life.

"One of the neatest things was
dorm life," Tichy said. "1 really
enjoyed dorm life and being
close to campus activities."
Tichy lived in Rodgers Quadrangle his freshman year and
spent the remainder of his college years in Harshman.
"I made some great friends
down there," Tichy said.
He said is still friends with
many of the people he met at
BGSU.
Tichy got his start In sports
casting while working at the TV
station, WBGU. He began his
graduate assistantship at the
station producing a children's
television show.
When the sports anchor left the
station, Tichy asked to have his
assistantship transferred to
sports anchor. He spent the next
year working as anchor and finishing his thesis.
After graduating, Tichy went
to work at channel 24. The
station, which was just starting
in 1972, had only three positions:
News director and anchor,

weather and sports anchor and
field reporter. Tichy said he did a
little bit of everything.
"I covered city council, house
fires, murders, whatever," he
said.

A year and a half later the
sports anchor left the station and
Tichy took over. He has been
sports anchor ever since.
"I love it," he said. "It's a great
job."
Tichy not only loves his job,
but also Its location. A fan of college and high school sports, Tichy said being able to cover the
many high schools in the Toledo
vicinity and the many colleges in
the area makes his job enjoyable.
Tichy's job does occasionally
extend beyond Toledo. This
summer Tichy spent three weeks
in Atlanta covering the Olympics.
"It was a tremendous experience, but it was a lot of work," he
said.
Tichy said while In Atlanta his
day began at 6:30 am. and often
went on until 10:30 p.m., covering
at least five to six stories a day.
"Everything was so time consuming down there," he said. "At
times it was extremely frustrating, but at the end of the three
weeks It was very fulfilling."

"BGSU had a
tremendous impact
on my life."
Jim Tichy
BCSU '71

Tichy said one of the most
memorable experiences of the
trip was visiting the Visa Reunion Center, which brought former Olympians together. Here Tichy got a chance to meet the
oldest living gold medalist,
among others. Tichy said he enjoyed meeting those athclctcs
that were part of the Olympics
when it wasn't so commercialized.
"Everything is so commercial," he said. "It wasn't so commercial when they were there."
Tichy feels BGSU had a large
part in making him who he is today. He met his wife, Peggy, a
1971 graduate, at the University.
Now their daughter, Kelly is a
sophomore at BGSU.
"BGSU had a tremendous impact on my life," he said.

Co-op program offers opportunities
For the BG News
When Maureen Mazurek was a
BGSU Management student, she
co-oped at GE Motors as a Junior
Buyer. She says that Co-op gave
her the opportunity to "take the
good experiences she had and
apply those "best practices' to her
next position."
Today, Maureen is the Purchasing and Warehouse Manager
for Monsanto of Luling, La, and
she will be on campus this month
to hire BGSU cc-ops.
"BGSU Management co-ops
have a good handle on what they
will be doing when they arrive,"
Maureen said. "The department
prepares them well.
"We have hired every single
co-op permanently. Co-op has a
strong prescence on campus, and
very good students choose to
work with the Program."
The BGSU Cooperative Education Program has many alums
who are now hiring Coops of
their own. At these alumni locations, co-ops can find mentors
and work as professionals.
1996 Marketing graduate Lil-

lian Karuri spent nine months cooping at Loral Federal Systems,
now Lockheed Martin Federal
Systems, in Gaithersburg, Md.
She was hired permanently as an
Associate Buyer for Subcontracts and Procurement.
"I now have the opportunity to
refer co-op students to my company, Ms. Karuri says, including
a BGSU Business Pre-Law major
who now works for the same division. She learned that "Co-op
gives you a foot in the door to develop relationships and to network with potential employers."
Political Science alum David
Gagner interned thorugh the
Washington Center Internship
Program with American Biofuels
Corp. in the summer of 1992. He
was hired permanently by an associated company. Information
Resources, Inc. of Arlington, Va.
Davis is now Director of the
National Associate to conduct
research with their National Automotive Fuels Hotline. He often
asks Interns to attend hearings
on Capitol Hill for him.
"They learn certain levels of
research to get up to 'par" with

our 'staffers' and write it up for
publication," he said.
His wife Sharon SiefertGagner, also a BGSU grad now
with Sister Cities International,
says her internship in international relations "helped me get
my current position as Conference and Meeting Planner."
Snarl Bricker, Inside Sales
Representative with the Dana
Corporation, Fluid Products
Sales Division in Maumee. says
"the Product Marketing Specialists and I use Co-ops on a regular
basis to help with various marketing projects."
She is currently overseeing an
IPC co-op student with a concentration in Marketing.
"We hire BGSU Interns as
Marketing Communicating Specialists, and give them a great
deal of responsibility," she said.
"One of the interns is presently
responsible for compiling information into a booklet for industrial hose safety audits for a
major chemical/petroleum representative and potential customer.
"The interns we have selected

through BGSU have been tremendous. All of them have been
hard workers and have shown
true dedication to their position."
As a BGSU Marketing Co-op,
Bricker said: "I had the ability to
interact with many business
professionals no only within the
office, but all across the country.
"I feel that internships and coops prepare students for the
'real' world, and what is most important is that employers 'really'
need them."
"We are very proud of our association with our alums," says
Bruce Smith, Director of the Cooperative Education Program.
"The alums are a 'bridge' by
which we can build more and
strengthen existing corporate relationships."
Cooperative Education opportunities like these are open to
students in a variety of majors.
Any BGSU student who wants to
follow In the path of these distinguished alums, can contact the
Co-op Program at 310 Saddlemire
Student Service Building, or call
372-2451.
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Lineback, Romans named Honorary Alumni
FortheBCNews

Two retired University faculty
members, who collectively devoted more than 56 years to
teaching and service to the University, are this year's recipients
of the University's Honorary
Alumnus Award.
The two are Richard Lineback,
professor emeritus of philosophy, and Robert Romans, an associate professor emeritus of biology. They were honored by the
university's Alumni Association
during a special dinner Oct. 11 at
the Quality Inn Atrium in Bowling Green.
The Honorary Alumnus Award
was created in 1973 to recognize
individuals who are not graduates of Bowling Green, but whose
efforts have been important to
the University and the community. Lineback and Romans will be
the 47th and 48th recipients of
the award.
In addition to teaching, Lineback served as director of the
University's Philosophy Documentation Center and editor of
the Center's "Philosopher's Index" since its founding in 1966.
The center is the premiere organization in the world for the
collection, cataloging and dlstribuion of bibliographic information an philosophy.
Since 1972, Lineback has
served as assistant to the editor
for the biennial "Directory of
American Philosophers" and as
co-editor of the biennial "The International Directory of Philosophers"and as co-editor of the
biennial "The International Directory of Philosophy and Philosophers." He also has served as

most honored faculty members.
He has won the Master Teacher
Award in 1986 from the Undergraduate Alumni Association,
two Faculty Excellence awards
in 1980 and 1985 from Undergraduate Student Government,
and an Undergraduate Adviser of
the Year Award In 1991 from the
college of Arts and Sciences.
In 1990, Romans reciprocated:
he honored Carol Carp, then a
freshman bilogy major, as the
10,000th student to enroll in one
of his classes. She was a member
of his "Introduction to Biology"
class, one of the most-popular
classes on campus during
general editor of the 12-volume Roman's tenure and one which
series "Bibliographies of Famous regularly had more than 250 students enrolled in it each semesPhilosophers.''
The Philosophy Documentation ter.
Center is credited with serving
The recipient of numerous
as the foundation and springboard in the development of research grants and the editor of
Bowling Green's doctoral pro- three textbooks, Romans is the
gram in applied philosophy. past-editor of the "Ohio Journal
Lineback's research and teach- of Science." He is also a member
ing interests in medical ethics of the Ohio Academy of Science
also have supported the Unversi- and is listed in Who's Who Among
American Men and Women in
ty's doctoral program.
Earlier this year, he was pre- Science.
sented with the 1996 Ohio PhiloRomans has written eight biolsophical Association Award for
Distinguished Service to the ogy principles laboratory manProfession by the Ohio Philo- uals. He donated the royalties
from the manuals to establish a
sophical Association.
A graduate of the University of Romans Biology Endowed ScholCincinnati, Lineback earned his arship. Currently, more than
master's and doctoral degrees $12,000 is in that fund.
from the University of Indiana,
Romans earned his bachelor's
he taught briefly at Wichita State
University, before joining the and master's degrees from Wisconsin
State University and his
Bowling Green faculty in 1965.
He became a full professor in doctorate at Arizona State uni1972 and was granted emeritus versity. He joined the university
faculty In 1969 and was granted
status in 1995.
Romans is one the University's emeritus status in 1994.

The Honorary
Alumnus Award was
created in 1973 to
recognize individuals
who are not
graduates of Bowling
Green, but whose
efforts have been
important to the
University and the
community.

Dr. Richard H. Lineback (left), professor emeritus of philosophy, and
Dr. Robert Romans (right), an associate professor emeritus of biology,
are this year's recipients of Bowling Green State University Honorary
Alumnus awards. They will be honored by the University's Alumni
Association at ■ special dinner Oct. 11.
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Hockey captains offer leadership
Johnson is one of the
CCHA's most talented

Fry feels at home with
Bowling Green hockey

Blake Parkins
The BC News

Kristin Stadum
The BC News

This season the Bowling Green
hockey team is a serious contender to Michigan's Central Collegiate Hockey Association
national championship. One
player that will help determine
BG's fate is senior co-captain
Mike Johnson.
Johnson is a native of Toronto,
Ontario, and began skating at his
parents' vacation cottage at age
two. He started playing organized hockey in a youth league at
age six.
The right winger has come a
long way from his parents' vacation cottage. Johnson is considered as one of the most talented players in the league, and
is expected to improve upon last
season's 12 goal, 19 assist season.
Johnson has strong ties to his
parents and claim that they have
played an integral part in his
success.
"I know it sounds cliche, but I
guess my parents have been kind
of my role models," said Johnson.
'They haven't pressured me into
sports. They support me in everything I da"
Johnson was impressed with
Bowling Green as a high school
senior on a college visit.
"Bowling Green had a good
combination of sports and academics," said Johnson, the Academic All-League Finance major.

The Falcon hockey team
kicks off the 1996 campaign
Friday when it hosts the
University of Toronto at the
BGSU Ice Arena.
Here Is a look at BG's
early season schedule. All
games begin at 7 p.m.

Mike Johnson
"I don't want my marks to slip
this year."
Johnson's academic prowess is
a good addition to his leadership
qualities. The soft-spoken captain sets the standard for the rest
of the team to follow.
"I lead by example," said Johnson. "Curtis [Fry] is the more
vocal leader. I will say something
If its necessary."
"I think that our leadership
styles are a little different, but
they complement each other."
Although Johnson has no Individual goals for himself in terms
of stats, he wants to do lead his
team to a winning season in the
CCHA and to the NCAA tournament.
"I don't set goals for myself
when It comes to statistics, but

Friday, Oct. 11
home vs. Toronto
Saturday, Oct. 12
home vs. Ohio State (nonleague)
Friday, Oct. 18
home vs. Boston College
Saturday, Oct. 19
home vs. Boston College
Friday, Oct. 25
at Lake Superior
Saturday, Oct. 26
at Lake Superior
Friday, Nov. 1
at Michigan State
Saturday, Nov. 2
home vs. Notre Dame
Friday, Nov. 8
home vs. Ferris State
Saturday, Nov. 9
at Michigan
Friday, Nov. IS
at Miami
Saturday, Nov. 16
home vs. Michigan
Friday, Nov. 22
home vs. Notre Dame
Saturday, Nov. 23
home vs. Michigan State

See (OHNSON, page twelve.

Every afternoon University
student Curtis Fry laces up his
skates for two to two and a half
hours of practice. On weekends,
he may spend up to nine hours
playing two games not including
time on the road. Last year, the
team traveled as far as Alaska
for a three-game series with
"shorter" trips to New York and
Minnesota in addition to regular
season play.
Last year, Bowling Green State
University's players skated out
Curtis Fry
to face teams such as the NCAA
Division I champion, the Univer"I Just love hockey and playing
sity of Michigan, and nationally the sport. When you get a chance
acclaimed Michigan State and to play at a high level like this,
Lake Superior State. The Univer- you leave home," he said. "It's no
sity itself ranks seventh among big deal."
Division I teams of all times.
Fry's hometown of Hinton, in
Michigan produced the top Alberta, Canada, lies well north
four statistical leaders in the of western Montana, and even
Central Collegiate Hockey Asso- with breaks in the hockey schedciation last season, and Fry man- ule, Fry seldom returns home.
aged to hold his own among these The drive takes days.
players. He ranked fifth in the
Unlike the time it takes to
league, and as co-captain, he drive home. Fry quickly rose to
helped the Falcons to a victory the status of co-captain. A senior
over the Wolverines in one of now, Fry's teammates elected
their three contests, merely an- him to the position his sophomore
other notch in his belt.
year. He's held it ever since.
Fry leads Bowling Green in
"He leads by example. He's not
total points and started earning afraid to speak up. All the guys
honors at the university level his like him," Fry's teammate, junior
freshman year when he was se- Dave Faulkner said.
lected for the all-rookie team.
"He's a good guy and a good
Fry's success on the ice eased his
See FRY, page twelve.
decision to leave home.
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Bruhowski leads
Falcon defensive
front by example
Scott Brown
The BC News

Listen to what members of the
Falcon football team are saying
about senior defensive end Dave
Bruhowski:
"Dave Bruhowski Is definitely
a leader on this team," said linebacker Kevin O'Neill. "The way
he carries himself on the field
and In the classroom, he's the
ideal student-athlete."
"Dave Bruhowski is why you
coach football," Falcon defensive
coordinator Paul Ferraro said.
"He does it all. He's a great person off the field, and on the field
he Is one of the most consistent,
hard-working players we have."
However, you won't catch
Dave Bruhowski saying these
things.
Chances are, you'll find Dave
Bruhowski camped out In front
of a television set, studying film
of the Falcons' next opponent.
"I've always wanted to play at
a level that I thought I was capable of," Bruhowski said as the
Falcons prepare for this week's
game against Kent.
"For each game, everyone has
to step it up a little bit and I just
«Mrt*VVVVV¥*VVV1rtVVV***VM«MOftrVWV^
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"Dave Bruhowski is
why you coach
football."
Paul Ferraro
defensive coordinator

try to do that for this game. It's a
challenge that I put on myself
every game."
The Northville, Mich, native Is
coming off his biggest game as a
collegiate last week against Central Michigan. He was credited
with 11 eight tackles - a career
high - Including a sack for a loss
of 11 yards.
Bruhowski is a big reason for
the Falcons' defensive success
this season, particularly against
the run.
"He's a great person for the
younger guys to model themselves after," O'Neill said.
"Without him and the rest of the
guys on the defensive line, I don't
think the linebackers would be
having the kind of year they've
been having."
See BRUHOWSKI, page fifteen.
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HOMECOMING
Everhart's play-making
potential crucial for BG
Friday, October 11,1996

Scott Brown
The BC News
Big plays are Tony F.verhart's
specialty.
The senior cornerback has
made quite a few of them over
the course of his career. After
Intercepting a conference-high
five passes in his sophomore
season of 1994, Everhart has continued his playmaking ability
Into his senior season.
Already this season, Everhart
has recovered two fumbles and
blocked a field-goal attempt.
Everhart returned one of the
fumbles for a touchdown against
Central Michigan.
"I didn't really enjoy it at the
moment, but as I look back it's
something," Everhart said this
week as the Falcons prepare for
Kent. "It's like, Wow, I scored!' I
was happy that It changed the
momentum of the game."
Changing momentum is one of
the important aspects of Everhart's position, and he has performed admirably in his senior
season.
"Tony is another player who
you love to have on your team,"
defensive coordinator Paul Ferraro said. "He's playing really
well right now, even if his numbers aren't what they were a few
years ago."

"Tony is having his best year, but I don't
think you've seen him have his best game
yet."
Paul Ferraro
defensive coordinator
Two years ago, Everhart had a
career-high 47 tackles to go along
with his five interceptions. Only
a sophomore, he was considered
one of the bright young stars on a
team that finished 9-2.
However, 1995 was a different
story for Everhart and the Falcons as a whole. Everhart started
the first four games but only
played in four of the final seven
games.
"I got off to a good start, and I
just started letting nagging injuries get to me," Everhart said. "I
had a lot of problems outside of
football get to me. I couldn't deal
with the adversity, I guess.
"Now that I'm mature I've got
a lot of people behind me on the
team helping me through from
game to game. It's not a chore to
me. It's something that I want to
do day-ln and day-out."
The Middletown native Is third
on the team with 30 tackles. Despite the team's penchant for giv-

ing up passing yardage - the Falcons are currently ninth in the
conference - Everhart is having
a career year and only expects to
get better, as an individual and as
a team.
"To give up 400-some yards in
the air U kinda crazy," he said.
"We'd rather have a sloppy win
than a devastating loss. We just
have to go back to the drawing
board and get back to basics."
Many of Everhart's tackles
have come against the rush,
where he has played a big role in
the Falcons' top-rated rush defense.
"He's supporting the run as
well as anybody I've ever
coached," Ferraro said. "He
plays hard and it seems like he's
having fun this year."
Ferraro sale he expects Everhart to only get better.
See EVERHART, page fourteen.
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Weekend
Home
Athletic
Events
FOOTBALL
vs.
Kent
Perry
Stadium
lp.m.
HOCKEY
vs.

Toronto
(Friday)
Ohio State
(Saturday)
Ice Arena
7 p.m.
VOLLEYBALL
vs.
Western
Michigan
(Friday)
7 p.m.
Ball State
(Saturday)
4 p.m.

Go Falcons!
The Falcons will look lo
continue their recent
Homecoming football succes» Saturday against Kent
Above, quarterback Bob
Niemet goes udder center.
Left, leading rusher Courtney Davis dives for some
yardage last week against
Toledo. Right, Eric Starka
attempts to make a catch
against the Rockets.
BG News Photos by
Illdekl Kobayashl
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75 Years of
Homecoming
1922 -- BG 6, Toledo 6
1923 -- BG 10, Ashland 0
1924 -- Defiance 15, BG 0
1925 -- BG 6, Bluffton 0
1926 -- BG 30, Defiance 7
1927 -- Bluffton 12, BG 6
1928 -- BG 12, Defiance 12
1929 -- BG 15, Bluffton 0
1930 -- BG 0, Toledo 0
1931 -- BG 6, Findlay 6
1932 -- BG 12, Toledo 6
1933 -- BG 0, Toledo 6
1934 -- Toledo 22, BG 0
1935 -- Marietta 31, BG 0
1936 -- BG 7, Ohio Northern 7
1937 -- Wittenberg 12, BG 0
1938 -- Kent State 7, BG 3
1939 -- BG 26, Otterbein 6
1940 -- BG 15, Michigan Normal 0
1941 -- BG 39, Heidelberg 6
1942 -- Kent State 7, BG 0
1943 -- BG 24, Alma 0
1944 -- BG 41, Ohio Wesleyan 0
1945 -- BG 26, Case 7
1946 -- BG 14, Oberlin 0
1947 -- BG 21, Kent State 18
1948 - BG 33, Baldwin Wallace 28
1949 -- BG 27, Kent State 6
1950 -- BG 34, Baldwin Wallace 34
1951 -- BG 27, Kent State 27
1952 -- BG 27, Baldwin Wallace 19
1953 -- Kent State 41, BG 7
1954 -- BG 13, Baldwin Wallace 0
1955--BG 39, Toledo 0
1956 -- BG 34, Marshall 12
1957 -- BG 14, Western Michigan 14
1958 -- Kent State 8, BG 7

1959 -- BG 34, Western Michigan 0
1960 -- BG 28, Kent State 0
1961 -- BG 17, Toledo 6
1962 -- BG 45, Kent State 6
1963 -- BG 16, Western Michigan 7
1964 -- BG 41, Kent State 0
1965 -- BG 21, Toledo 14
1966 -- Kent State 35, BG 12
1967--Toledo 33, BG0
1968 -- BG 30, Kent State 7
1969 -- BG 3, Miami 0
1970 ~ BG 44, Kent State 0
1971 -- BG 33, Miami 7
1972 -- BG 46, Marshall 7
1973--Miami 31, BG 8
1974 -- Ohio 33, BG 22
1975 -- Miami 20, BG 17
1976 -- BG 17, Kent State 13
1977 -- Miami 33, BG 13
1978 - Central Michigan 38, BG 7
1979--Miami 21, BG 3
1980 ~ BG 24, Kent State 3
1981--BG 38, Toledo 0
1982 -- BG 20, Northern Illinois, 18
1983 ~ Toledo 6, BG 3
1984 - BG 34, Western Michigan 7
1985 -- BG 26, Kent State 14
1986 - BG 24, Eastern Michigan 10
1987 -- Western Michigan 34, BG 27
1988--BG 42, Ohio 0
1989 -- BG 27, Toledo 23
1990 -- BG 10, Ohio 0
1991--BG 24, Toledo 21
1992 --BG 31, Ohio 14
1993 -- BG 17, Toledo 10
1994 ~ BG 32, Ohio 0
1995--Toledo 36, BG 16

All-time Homecoming record: 44-20-10 (462)
Bowling Green has compiled a 9-2-1 record In the past 12 Homecoming games. The Falcons have an 11-S record against Kent on
Homecoming day, Including wins in the last five meetings by a combined score of 141-37.
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Soccer team's Klein strives for improvement
JlmTocco
The BC News

And he has earned the accolades despite starting the season
with an injured knee.

Steve Klein, the senior forward
from Nashville, Tain., the Falcon
soccer team's leading scorer, can
get better.
"There's always room for improvement," Klein said. "That's
the way I look at it."

"And hell be in the running for
All-America this year," head
coach Mel Mahler said. Mahler
has been highly complimentary
of the team Iri-captain.

Improvement? Last year Klein
was All-MAC, All-Mideast and
All-Ohio In BG's three tournaments earlier this season, Klein
captured tournament MVP in the
first two and graced the alltournament team all three times.

"I think he's playing the best
soccer he's played since he's
been here," he continued. "He's a
guy that has created havoc on the
field. They've been doubleteaming him, triple-teaming him,
and he still can run by people and
create chances for us"."

Earlier this season, Klein
He won Mid-American Conference Player of the Week in early passed Brian Ferguson to beSeptember. He has been directly come BG's all-time assists
involved with 10 of BG's 14 goals leader.
this season, and leads the team In
virtually every category.
him on the list with
•To

such great players so early is just up to the forward position this
year In order to get him more
a tribute to him," Mahler said.
scoring opportunities.
Despite forever engraving his
Klein visited BG in 1992, and
name into a long history of BG knew that it was the University
soccer, Klein remains modest he wanted to attend.
about the accomplishment.
"I met the players that were
"It means a good deal to me," already on the team, and it's Just
Klein said. "But it's not as much a really close-knit group of guys
having the record, but it's the ef- here as well as a real good team."
Good team Indeed. That team
fect that it's had on our success
as a team. So if I'm getting those advanced to the NCAA tournakinds of assists, it means that ment.
we're scoring goals. It also
"I Just kind of grew around the
means that we're scoring goals.
It also means that I've got great sport," Klein said. "I've just been
players scoring for me. Getting playing my whole life.
"I want to try and play someassists is the easy part; you've
Just got to get the ball to the peo- where ... I've just got to wait and
see If any opportunities arise, but
ple that can score."
that's my goal."
"He's so unselfish that we wish
he would take more shots," MahAnd don't talk to Steve Klein
ler said. The coach moved Klein about goals.

Steve Klein

Hilton adjusting to leadership role
William Smdamn
The BC News

Lort Hilton

Last season, six seniors played
their final season at Bowling
Green. That means six freshman
are playing their first season this
year. Inevitably, that makes 1996
a rebuilding year for the Falcons.
That leaves Bowling Green's
two seniors in a difficult position.
It is up to BG's few upperclassmen, namely Lori Hilton, Shane
Crumley and Wendy Watkins, to
guide along the newcomers.
While Crumley and Watkins
are the team's co-captains, senior
middle hitter Lori Hilton leads in

her own way. Instead of being the
team's voice, Hilton sets an example through her play on the
court.
"I think they look to me as a
leader," Hilton said. "But I think
there are other people they can
look to as a leader. I think I'm
more of a leader In actions, but
there are other people who are
motivational leaders, like Wendy
Watkins."
"Lori is a quiet leader," said
BG head coach Denise Van De
Walle. "She's not the rah-rah type
of leader. That's just not her. She
just quietly plays good volleyball."

CHECK OUT OUR
LARGE SELECTION
OF BGSU SPORTSWEAR!
DESIGN
YOUR
OWN:
•Sweatshirts

Good volleyball would be putting It mildly. Through the
Toledo match, Hilton has pounded 296 kills, the most In the
MAC According to Van De
Walle, the second best in MAC is
193. She also is a very efficient
hitter, killing .295 of her attempts.
Despite the gaudy statistics,
Hilton still accepts her share of
the blame for the Falcons' inconsistent play.
"I'm glad that I'm playing well
at times," Hilton said. "But there
are still times that I think I can
play better than I have been. I
think I have to play well in order

•T-shirts
•Hats
• Boxers

WE OFFER:

900 E.WOOSTER ST.
(NEXT TO CAFE SHADEAU)

352-3365

See HILTON, page twelve.
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for the team to do well."
So far the Falcons' inconsistency has seemed to be a direct
result of their inexpierlence.
However, Hilton feels the
freshmen are coming along well,
and the Falcons' inconsistency is
team wide.
"I think they (the freshmen)
are doing a nice job,"Hilton said.
"We cant say that It is just the
Freshmen or just the newcomers,
because It is the whole team In
general that needs to pick it up."
No matter how this season
ends, Hilton has had a strong vol-
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353-1890 S3 mill, order

exp. 12/31/96

353-IS90
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Keylan Catea
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Shawn George

Senior

FOOTBALL
Players
Steve Hartley

David Fan-all

Steve Sheets

JoeMazzone

GO FALCONS

Damon Smith

Eric Slarks

353-3411
Total
Fraternities
Sport
Source Sororities
Intramural Teams
1045 N. Main
Bowling Green, OH

"Blast Kent State!"

Imprinted Sportswear

Winthrop Terrace Apts.
400 Napoleon Rd.
352-9135

Baseball * Softball * Volleyball * Officials
Equipment * Hockey * Basketball * Football
Bocce * Disc Golf

Fundraisers
Groups

[
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HILTON
Continued from page ten.

Icyball career here at BG. By the
end of this year, Hilton will have
earned four letters. Currently,
she has 967 career kills, 361 career digs, and 391 career blocks.
Hilton needs just one more block
to eclipse Nicky Mudrak's fourth
best career block total.
Hilton Is what could be called a
true product of Bowling Green
volleyball. She was redshirted
her freshman year. During that
year. Van De Walle trained her to
be the player she has become.
"I was asked to Join in the seventh grade," said Hilton. "I never
played club, which a lot of division one athletes came out of. I
was redshirted my freshman
year and coach has trained me to
be the player I am now."
Hilton was a three sport star at,

Friday, October 11,19961

JOHNSON
division three. Highland High, in
Centerburg, Ohio. Besides earning three letters in volleyball.
Hilton also lettered three years
in basketball, and four years in
track as a high jumper, in basketball, and four years in track as
a high jumper.
While at Highland, Hilton was
an All-Ohio honorable mention in
1991 and a first team All-MidOhio Athletic Conference honoree. She compiled 270 kills, and
163 blocks over her high school
career.

Continued from page five.

we always want to do well in the
CCHA and make It to the NCAA,
said Johnson."
The senior is confident is this
team's ability to compete with
powerhouses like Michigan and
Lake Superior.
"When we play well, we can
beat any team in the league,"
Johnson said. "When we don't
play well, we can get beat by any
team in the league."

Johnson cites defense as a the motivation we need," Johnmajor determiner in the success son said. "We always want to do
well against teams from Canof the Falcons.
"Our focus on entire team de- ada."
fense will help us win games,"
said Johnson. "Todd [Kelman]
Upon graduation, Johnson
and Matt [Eldred] will come hopes to pursue a hockey career
through big this year."
somewhere in the professional
Friday the Falcons open the ranks. Johnson eventually wants
season hosting Toronto. Johnson to work in the business aspect of
said that hosting a team from his a professional sports franchise in
hometown had no added incen- the front office. He said that he
tive or motivation to win.
would have no problem living In
"Being the home opener is all Canada or the United States.

FRY

Off the court, Hilton is an ele- Continued from page five.
mentary education. major, and
will look to find a Job teaching player and his teammates voted
after graduation.
for him," hockey head coach
Buddy Powers said. "It says a lot
"I'll look for a teaching job, when your peers vote for you."
which could take me anywhere,"
Fry's dedication to these peers
Hilton said. "I'd like to stay in the does not stop when practice ends.
Toledo area, if possible."
He lives with two of his team-

@ 04*^$*?+- 0my&f*- e+^f*?*-

Sb
EXCELLENT BRAIN FOOD! -.f
■

mates and the team constitutes a
majority of his friends.
Helping the eight new players
who joined the team to adapt also
falls within Fry's realm. Although they bring experience
from Junior leagues, this will be
the first time they have played at
this level. Fry claims that their

common love of the sport eases
his Job.
"We see each other every
single day. We have something In
common. We all want to excel at
that," Fry said.
Powers said that Fry's hard
work also plays a role In motivating the team.

BOSU UIOMCH S HOCHCV CLUB
VS.
MICHIGAN

BOSU WOMCN S HOCHCV CLUB
VS.
WINDSOR

fridou. October II. 1996
11:30 pro ot ihe ke Rreno

SoturdOLi. October 12. 1996
11:50 pm ot Ihe Ice Rreno

Howard's Club|-|
210 N Main

What is HOMECOMING
'without a stop at M@W&B®§?r

\ \ In my book, SsunB's,
my favorite BG restaurant,
deserves star billing. It's Ihe
best place to eat between
Toledo & Columbus ^^
Th* r..frJ.. Hladf *nM,

* the BEST sandwiches in town
i DELIVERED right to your door! f

146 North Main Bowling Green

Any
Sandwich and iNew Hours:

Go
Falcons!

w/auy

*"M Hon.-Sat. !

7S5!7u.-Bi.ii99<

O^Halr & Tanning Salons

°"
Sunday
_
i§£JlUL-S|Li. SSL.,
EXP. 10/18/96 i

IEXP. 10/18/961

832 S. Main
352-9763

f

TANNING...
20 visits for $25
PERM SALE ONLY 832.49
Check out our deals!

[
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Falcons' Davis is having fun his senior season
Scott Brown
The BC News

Don't let his cool demeanor
fool you: Courtney Davis is
having fun again.
The senior tailback and cocaptain can't understate the difference between this season and
last season, when the Falcon
football team bickered and ranted its way to a 5-6 record.
1996 is an entirely different
story. The Falcons are off to a
promising start, the team is coming together and Davis is enjoying himself.
"It's fun again," Davis said.
"We're working harder, but it's
still fun."
Davis certainly has had fun
this year, rushing for over 100
yards three times through five
games.
The Temple game, where he
had a career high 119 yards, was
a game of emergence for the recreation major from Fort Wayne,
Ind. He has earned three varsity
letters, but has been overshadowed throughout his career by
See DAVIS, page fourteen.

1 HOUR PHOTO

Toby's Party Oasis
(State Liquor Agency)
1070 N. Main, 353-1551
10 a.m. - 9 p.m. Mon- Sat.
Fine wines Beer
Spirits
Pop
Mixes
Parly Supplies
Instant and Super lotto sales

"meeting all
your
party need*!'

'Wings
On the
"Wind
We carry single.dual, t\
quad line kites, air toys,
winsocks & decorative
flags
We custom make flags,
banners, and feathers.
Wt offer kite flying demonstrations

Clip thin
Coupon For
Bonus
Savings!

- COUPON- - i
2nd Set Of Prints

ONLY 99^
Bring In Any Size Roll Of Color
Print Rim For Processing
And Receive A end Set
Of Prints For Only 99«
Good tor 1 Hour Photo Only
With This Coupon
Coupon mutt accompany Incoming
ardor and cannot ba combmad

To: COOT Alumni
RE: 'Wtkomt'Bacti.

Remember how co-op gave you an
edge in the job market? Were you
among the 8,078 whose earnings
totaled over 026 million? Are you
now in a position to help other
BGSU students?

wtoi any oiw onai.
Limit 1 io> par cuatomar.
Placa coupon m anvalopa at Bma of
dropoff.
Eiplraa 11/11/96

We can repair your old
kites.
126 W. WoosterSt.
ph: 352-KITE(5483)
wowkitet@wcnet.org
M-F3-8
Sat 11-5

MEMO:

PR Ss*-!
Open Won. Sot 9-9; Sun. 10-8
\ 180 S. Moln St.. Bouillnq Green |

Hire a Co-op —
Continue tiie Tradition!!
Cooperative Education Program
310 Saddlemire Student Services BkJg.
Ph. 419/372-2451 Fax 419/372-2805
www.bgsu.edu/offices/coop
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DAVIS

slot, he has gained 169 yards
already this season - 70 percent
such other Falcon players as of the Falcons' total - in addition
to returning punts and kickoffs.
Ronnie Redd and Keylan Cates.

Continued from page thirteen.

But this year, Davis is "the
man." Starting at the tailback

Davis' name creeping up the career all-purpose yardage list at
Bowling Green. He is currently
seventh, and will probably keep
moving up throughout the year.

Nevertheless, it's been somewhat surprising this year to see

"I don't worry about who is the
man or anything like that," Davis
said, momentarily flashing a
smile. "I'm Just satisfied with
getting wins and doing what I
Opun Weekdays at 4 p m Open at lunch Fn. Sat 4 Sun have to do to get one, whether it's
203 N. MAIN, B.G.
352-5166 running the ball or receiving the
ball. Just getting things done and
getting a W at the end of the
Pizza Speciale...3.00 5.00 6.75 8.50 10.25
game, that's what I'm more worried about."

pisnNeiio's

• EAST COAST GARLIC

• Stuffed Crust Pizza

(Garlic Saucew/Mozz. &
Parm. Ch., Tomaloes and
Red On.)
(A Great While Sauce and
Mozzarella Cheese, "Includes
any Two Items: Broccoli,
Mushrooms, Bacon,
Cheddar, Chicken, Almonds)
(Low Fat with Mozzarella.
Cheddar and Onions)
(W/ Mozz. Ch.)

Additional Items....ea .25

.50 .75

• 0M_ifORNia WHITE

• WOXhicfgn -Pizza

1.00

1.25

Davis is especially dedicated to
the win column after the debacle
that was the 1995 season. Even
more so than the record might
indicate, the Falcons suffered
much internal strife throughout
the course of the season.
Reversing that in 1996 has
been the goal of Davis and the
rest of the seniors.

Kick returning was new to
"I've always been a quiet
type," Davis said. "I guess I'm Davis a season ago. He led the
talking a little more this year be- team in both kickoff and punt recause I'm a captain and I'm a turns, but didn't perform to the
senior. I saw what happened last level that the coaches had hoped.
year with the team, and this year
the senior class as a whole got
"I don't know if Courtney was
together and decided to step up totally into It," Blackney exas a whole and make sure every- plained. "We needed him to do it,
thing is going right and smooth.
but I'm sure if he necessarily had
that strong desire to do it. He did
"Hopefull we won't have as bad because he had to do it, and this
a season this year as we did last year I think he made up his mind
year. We need to get this stuff that he was going to do it."
changed around."
Davis is into it this year, averOne of Davis' most fervent aging nearly 10 yards per punt
supporters is coach Gary Black- return and nearly 20 per kickoff
ney, who thought enough of the return, both near the MAC lead.
tailback to make him a captain
this season.
"The whole season last year
was so bad," he said. "I might
"He's been great for us," have been looking down a lot. I'm
Blackney said. "He's always more upbeat this year ... I'll do
been one of those players that whatever I can for the team tryyou're proud to have in your pro- ing to get wins."
gram because he always goes to
school, he goes to study table ...
And he'll have fun doing it as
he meets all his obligations."
well.

EVERHART
to score again," he smiled enthusiastically - but realizes that
"Tony is having his best year, in his position he has a lot of
but I don't think you've seen him other responsibilities to worry
have his best game yet," Ferraro about first.
said. "He's been working hard at
it and he's in great condition."
"Defensive back Is the focal
point of the defense," he said.
Everhart looks forward to "You make a mistake, it's a
making big plays - "I can't wait touchdown. But If a defensive
Continued from page

Good Luck Falcons
at Homecoming!

^LPWANTEPt)

BGSU Students Receive a 10% Discount Off Services

For All Your Automotive Needs
• brakes
• exhausT

• tune up
. diagnostic

• tires
• batteries

• lube, oil. & filter

FREE SHUTTLE SERVICE AVAILABLE
Hours of Operation: MON-FRI 7:00 AM to 6:30 PM,
SAT 8:00 AM to 2:00 PM

275 S. Main St. Bowling Green
419 • 353 • 3060
All Major Credit Cards Accepted
fip

WE EMPLOY TECHNICIANS CERTIFIED BY ASE

4/24 WARRANTY 24/24 WARRANTY 24/24 WARRANTY 24/24 WARRA
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AGAIN!
We're now hiring BGSU
students to work lunches
Monday, Wednesday,
Friday 11 .-00 am - 3:00 pm.

""'•'DC?

H4r Offtr.
flexible Work Schedules
Merit Increases
I.ongevity Raise*
Advancement
Ailvunctment Opportunity >.
Student Managers
Student Supervisors
Student Cooks

Conuict lht Dining Ccntrr u/yuur choice OININO
jjVrCH
372-2563
372-2781
372-2825
.172-2771

lineman makes a mistake, the
linebacker Is there to cover for
them. If a linebacker makes a
mistake, we're there to help them
out.
"It will be nice to see when we
hit on all cylinders and click
together as a whole team. It
would be phenomenal."

Read the

BACK
PAGES
Every Friday,
Or we Won't
Be Responsible
For What
Happens
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BRUHOWSKI
Continued from page six.

Bruhowski has started every
game this season at defensive
end after starting 13 games over
the past two seasons at nose
guard. He Is one of only three
fifth-year seniors who has been
with Bowling Green all five
seasons.
Defensive end is his more nat-

ural position, and he has welcomed the switch back this year.
"I feel more comfortable at defensive end," he said. "There's
more reads involved and there's
a different responsibility. I think
I can do better at defensive end
playing more of a technician."
The technician aspect of the
position fits Bruhowski, who Is

In Rain, Sleet, or
Snow The B.G. News
Is There For You
Saturday October 12th
Tailgate Party
BGSU Homecoming vs. Kent
Bar Opens at 9am
Breakfast Buffet & Bloody Marys/
Screwdrivers $1 until game time

campus

Quarters
■■'
carry-out
Sports Bar and Grill
.Home of the

cheap 22 oz. draft
any time, any day

Open DAILY 11:00 am 2:30am
happy hour 11-9
Mondays:
25* drafts 5-9pm 10< wings 9-12am

Tuesdays:
Greek Night
Wednesdays:
Import Night - all Imports $1.7$
Thursdays:
Ladies Night - half price drinks 6-9pm

Fridays:

V&V

25< drafts 5-9pm $2 cover;
Karaoke 9:30-1:30am
Saturdays:
Margaritas $1.00 Long Islands $2.00

Sundays:
Steak-a-eggs$6.49 11-4pm
Bloody Marys $1.00 11 -4pm

50* shots l-9pm
buy one appetizer, get second hah* oft*

0ij

JB

\&*
A*

also one of the teams' most gifted
scholars. The English major currently has a 3.71 GPA and has
earned a spot on the first-team
Academic All-MAC squad two
years in a row.
He Is also a member of both the

MAC and BGSU Student-Athlete studying his opponent and working on his game," Ferraro said.
Advisory Committees.
He said his study habits in the "Right now he's making things
classroom match his on the play- happen on our defensive line and
he's playing his best football, and
ing field.
"He might not be our most tal- that Is all we ask out of our
ented lineman, but he's always seniors."

Homecoming
Welcome BGSU
Alumni,
Parents, and
Fans.
Stop in at Packages
Plus...while you're in town for
the game. We're conveniently
located close to campus and
filled with cards, gifts,
balloons, candy and more.
FREE GIFT WRAPPING
ALWAYS...

rt,#

Packages plus... *£»»&%

Cards and Gifts^nd more

352-1693

Hours: M-F 10-8 Sat 10-6 Sun 12-5

WELCOME ALUMNI
See Us For Your
BGSU Homecoming Souvenirs
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T-Shirts • Sweatshirts • Kids' Clothing • Shorts • Mugs • Glassware
Jackets • Pennants • Stadium Blankets • Stadium Seat Cushions
Baseball Caps • Decals • Much More BGSU Merchandise!

University Bookstore
CONVENIENTLY LOCATED ON CAMPUS • MAIN FLOOR STUDENT SERVICES BUILDING

Open Homecoming 9:00-5:30
Regular Hours: 8:00 - 6:00 Mon. - Thu.; 8:00 - 5:00 Friday; 9:00 - 5:00 Saturday

BEAT KENT! ■"■.

University Bookstore
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